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RESERVE, NEW MEX1CO.OCTOBER

Conditions Improved HENRY COLEMAN

The
Prosperity, after
floundering about so long in
uncharted stormy seas is head
ed straight for shore and ready
to make a landing upon signal
from port.
conducted
' In referendums
by two great daily newspapers,
and
the Cincinniti Times-Sta- r
the Philadelphia Public Ledger
men whose abilities and tacilities for surveying the situa
tion accurately are unsurpassed expressed their belief that
business had already passed
through the valley of depression and was on the
Their statements were sufficiently at varience to mark
them as having been given in
good faith, sufficiently in agreement to indicate a prevailing view of healthy optimism.
The award of Judge Kene-saMountain Landis promises
to eliminate stagnation in the
building trades and relieve the
housing situation. Its effects
will be national as it will put
thousands of men to work and
renew their purchasing power.
The recent rise in the cotton
market is one of the most hopeful signs of the entire year.
Thirteen states have been lifted out of
and
supplied with the wherewithal
for purchasing wheat, corn,
fruit, and other raw commodities from the west and manufactured articles from the east.
This one favorable turn of the
market will benefit every part
of the country.
Tax legislation has progressed to the point where business
at least knows its profits will
no longer be confiscated. Shipping Board problems have in a
way, been solved. Ivtoney; is
The Federal Re
easing up.
serve Board regularly sounds
encouraging notes in its offi
cial pronouncements. Passage
of the funding bill or adoption
of some other government
mcanure for relieving the finof the
ancial embarrassment
railroads apparently is assured
d
resul
presaging
tant activity in other lines. A
renewal of railroad buying on
e
tne
scale will mean
employment for thousands of
laid-of- f
men; the purchase of
lumber, iron, steel and coal, en
tailing a resumption of activity
in these and connected industries.
The mining industry, always
alert, always sensative to chan
ges in other lines, will come in
for its share of the enlarged
business which now seems inevitable. It could not be other
wise, for mining is a basic industry and its products are indispensable alike to the manufacturer, the jobber, the retail
The tide
good ship

has turned.

e.

w

near-bankrupt- cy

KILLED

PICTURE

Henry Coleman, as he was
known to the residents of this
country, wrs shot to death by
members of a sheriff's posse
near what is known as the Goat
Ranch, about thirty miles from
Quemado, last Saturday morn

SCHOOL DAYS

DE BROMA Y DE VERAS

Por una hermosa manana de

Otono, pasado por las calles de
nuestra Villa, nos vino la idea

que el mundo se habia vuelto
bolsheviki. Los sombreros
colorados, para los que
n
prefieran esta
la nota dominante en la
noslico mes de Octubre. En
tiempos hubieramos pensa-dque todo eso era propaganda, pero no falto un corazon
generoso que nos dijera que era
la moda y muy consolados nos
fuirno8 para nuestras casas.

ro-jos- -o

DUCKS FOOL MR. FOX.
ADAM DUCK was tired of swim
ming, so she scrambled up the
hunk to look for bugs In the
field by the side of the river. She was
waddling slowly about, when all at once
she espied a pair of bright eyes peeping at her through the tall grass,
Madam Duck knew at once It was Mr.
Fox, and that he was waiting for a
stray hen or anything that passed that
way. She knew, too, that if she had
happened to be near him she would
now be on her way to his cave In the

M

rPTn

bhiill not have to hurry. She cunnoi
get away."
,
Kvery time Madam Duck flapped her
wings she made a wider .space between
her and Mr. Fox, but she was careful
every time to let one wing drug us she
limped along.
"I am sure to get her," he thought,
"so why run? It Is a very warm Uuy
and, besides that, the hunter muy he

palabra-forma-ba-

ot-r- os

o

lurking about."
Los escandalos esperosos en
l!ut when Madam Duck reached the
river hunk she seemed to be able to ciertas colonias de manufac-tur- a
use her wings and legs without any
de vistas movibles, han
trouble, and before Mr. Fox knew It conmovido
la opinion publica
she was at the water's edge.
del pais en estas ultimas sema-na- s.
"I am not going Into that water after
Poco a poco cain por tier-r- a
her," thought he. H will grab her right
los dioses modernos y su
off and end it."
necesita una buena bar- Mr. Fox leaped for Madam Duck,
but his front feet caught in a trolling rida.
vine, and down the bank he went heels
over head und landed in the deep mud
Es cosa sabida que los alia- of the river.
dos deben a los Estados Unidos
He struck nose first, and while he
a bonita deuda de once bil- was trying to get up Madam Duck
lones de pesos. Hasta la fe- sailed gayly away, culling buck to him
cha solo Inlaterra he pagado
as she went :
pa-rai- so

Aa

Oh, Reynard thought he had me
He thought 1 could not fly,
But that's the time I fooled you,
Good-bMr. Kox, good-by- !

woods. "While there Is life there Is
hope," she thought. "I will try to fool
him."
Madam Duck begun to limp.
She
spread her wings and let one drop, as
though she had been woilnded.
Of course Mr. Fox thought Madam
Duck had not seen him, and when she
limped he crawled slowly toward her.
'"Some hunter has wounited that
duck," he thought. "I will have to
keep a sharp lookout that he does not
see me, but I am thankful to him for
helping me to get this fine bird, for I

sir

Ueddy Fox crawled up the bunk a
sadder but a much wiser fellow! ids
mouth and nose tilled with mud, and
as he cleaned his coat and made himself tidy he thought :
"Sing your good-bsong, Madam
Duck, while you can, for If I ever
meet you again It will tie the 'Swun
Song' you will sing 1 promise you

una parte del interes debido.
Un gran movimiento esta
en Euerpa y hasta
en este pais con el fin de pedir
otra vez en la conferencia
la cancelacion de esta
deuda.
Espermamos que el
tio Samuel no pierda la cabe- -.
za, y con ella la fama de buen
financiero.

ra

ven-ide-

Adema3 de los once billione?

de pesos debidos al gobierno
But MnMam Duck knew better than americano, las nociones euro-pedeben siete u ocho billo-ne- s
to go to the field agujn, and I expect
de pesos a varias institu-cionshe lived to a good old age, In spite of
Mr. Fox's tlireet.
,
bancarias de los Esta(Copyright.)
Lo yue explica el
dos Unidos.
interes que toman ciertas
en la propaganda
ceived a big bunch of steers de la cancelacion de
LUNA NOTES
la deuda
from Arizona and are now be debida al gobierno.
Pobre
pueblo! Hasta cuado se burlar-a- n
J. E. Wilcox, of Springer-vill- ginning the branding.
de ti?
was a visitor here the
Quemado had ar big' dance
first of the week.
last Saturday and it seemed as
La convencion de la Ascocia-cio- n
everybody had a good
Mr. and Mrs. Louis H. Laney, though The
de los Banqueros Amerilike
to
time.
seem
people
of Grant, N. M., are here visit
music of Pete's new accor- canos tenida en Los Angeles a
the
ing their parents, Mr. and Mrs. dion better than that of his old principos de este mes, ha pro- Wm. Laney and Mr. and Mrs. one.
ducido en todo el pais una nota
Chas. Adair.
de optimismo.
Es la opinion
Bill Reynolds made a busi de 3500 banqueros que la situ- Henry Jones, from Blue, pas- ness trip to Reserve, not know- acion economica e industrial
ed through here Saturday on
when he would return.
del pais es sana. Dentro de
his way to Springerville, Ariz. ing
las industrias,
C. L. Eimer is now building poco fiempo
anda-ra- n
y manufacturas
The stork visited the home a
house
to
his
put
large log
en todos los estados de la
of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. N. Adair store
in. He is intending to union ; el dinero sera mas
Jr. on Sunday, October 9th, furnish all of the
country north
los bancos mas libera-leleaving a 10 pound boy. Mother of his ranch with groceries.
y el interes mas bajo. !Ani-m- o
and babe both doing nicely.
pues! que el mundo no esta
One of the tourists said that
There is some sickness in the he
acabarse todavia.
to
por
luck
hard
the
happened
A good many have
Valley.
f breaking down
82 miles
very bad colds, and some think from nowhere.
La conferencia de Washingit is a light touch of the tlu.
ton esta aceracandose.
Los
M. B. Baca
J. A. Vancleave ,has been from a business just to returned gobiernos se hacen mas retice-nte- s
Magdatrip
cada dia, minentras
la
Dr.
quite sick the past week.
and says he has put prensaoficialmente o no, que
lena,
lo
no
of
came
over
Reserve,
Harper,
Claude R. Graham uuc of a job sabemos-est- a
informando ' la
and pronounced it typhoid feby selling his truck to the Datil opinion publica. Hasta ahora
ver.
Road gang.
los reportes son contradictorMrs. A. 0. Reynolds is visit
ies.
Pedro nos parece que la
B.
to
Davis
J.
just returned
ing this week with her parents, Quemado after a long spell of opinion publica pide completa
Mr. and Mrs.' J. W. Lee at Nu- ios. Pero nos parece que la
sickness, in Magdaelna.
trioso, Ariz.
pasar en la conferencia.
Fidel Armijo and wife, of
La diplomacia secreta es co
Abe Adair and S. A. Brown
Cajon, were visitors of Quema sa de los tiempos pasados, y la
from
returned
Magdalena do last Saturday. They stay histona contemporanea
just
ha
Miss Anna Laney and Miss ed over tor the dance and gave probado uno iniquidad. Telon:
Myrtle Reynolds took dinner the tourists, who attended, a Sigue la segunda parte: Diplowith the cow boys on the a ruth good chance to laugh when he macia abierta y publica.
J. N. S.
mountain one day tms week danced.
o
0
The mountain scenery is very
pretty this time of the year.
MISA DE CABO DE ANO
TRINCHERA NEWS
"The buds that spring can
El Sabado- - Octubre 15- - a las
scarce unfold,
The autumn has changed to
It has been raining some dur- 7:30 de la manana se celebro
red and gold."
ing the past week. Farmers una misadede cabo de ano en la
Iglesia
Magdalena en
are
gathering their crops.
J. M. Fuents is over from
del senor Betorio Sisneros
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Perdue
Springerville visiting with his
0
daughter Mrs. Mark Adair. and children have returned to
GUTIERREZ Y SEDILLO
They have been visitSome of the young people Texas.
B. Bryan,
Mr.
Mrs.
and
P.
ing
to
a
are planning camping trip
En la parroquia de Magda-lan- e
who accompanied them home.
They are
gather pine nuts.
lugar de su misma resi- this
pleantiful
returnyear
Miss Neal Bryan has
quite
dencia la senor Catalina Sedil-l- o
o
ed to her school at Burley. Eli
y el senor Abelino Gutierrez
zabeth Bryan went to spend a
QUEMADO NEWS
o
juraron su eterno amor
few weeks with her.
amtrimon-ial- ,
su
contrato
is
Store
The new American
el que fui celebrado por el
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Drdm
now under way, trying to climb
in Magda Elustre Padre Stoffel a las 2
spent the week-en- d
the hill to better business.
p. m. del Mirercoles die 12lena, shopping.
1921. La senora Catalina es
The tourist trade seems to
Earl Smith and Douglas Jo- envidiable en la Sociedad, y de
be getting heavier every day.
It is heavier now than it has hnson have been up in the Na la misma manera es el cabal- been any time this year. S. M. tions country the past two or lero, a quien ella le dio su mano
three days hunting horses.
como esposa Ambos partene-se- n
Hunter says he is going to have
a familias muy prominen-te- s
Mrs.
Mar
Mr.
Walter
and
to get a wooden arm as he has
en la villa de Magdalena.
' D. B. Baca
at
tin
spent Wednesday night
tourists.
says he
Sus numerosas amigos y amigas
worn his out pumping gas fox Johnny Payne's.
les desean una vida muy Fehz.
ot
a
to
load
is going
order car
0
Mr. Newton ("Shorty") has
cold drinks and candy if the returned with his bride from
A. W. Anderson and famliy
tourist trade keeps coming so Texas. They are living about have gone to Hot
Springs to
fast.
miles west of Da- - spend a few weeks for Mr. Antwenty-fiv- e
derson's health.
Conrad & Reynolds just re- - til.
that."

as

es

e,

wide-sprea-

oia-tim-

er, the railroad and the
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SHOW
FOR RESERVE

J. E. Rhien. a picture house
man of El Paso, Texas, will in
stall a first class movie theatre
at Reserve within the next few
weeks. The W. 0. W. Hall
will be used for the theatre,
ing. A warrant for the ar- and Mr. Rhine will install the
rest of Coleman issued out of best of projectors and screen
a justice court of Catron Co.,
He also says
paraphanalia.
was placed in the nands of T, that
he expects to give Reserve
M. Curtis, a deputy sheriff, for
as good pictures as well
service. Curtis upon learning just
as the altest that are shown in
that Coleman was in the county the larger towns. He expressorganized a posse, composed ed his faith in the future of Ca
of John T. Cox, J. A. Cheat-he- tron
county's capitol city.
o
Ralph Windsor, M. M.
Coleman and himself, and proMr. and Mrs. B. B. Baca
ceeded to. Coleman's ranch to have returned to their home in
make the arrest. It is report- Reserve and are receiving the
Coleed that just about sun-u- p
congratulations of their friends
man came on horse back tow- The young
couple were marards the posse and that imme- ried in Socorro a few days ago.
diately upon the attempt to
night they were treat
make the arrest,' the gun fight Sunday
ed to an old fashioned chivari
started, which resulted in the by the young people of Redeath of Henry Coleman. A serve and promised a dance
coroner's jury was empaneled next Saturday night.
They
and rendered a verdict that ask that everyone come and enHenry Coleman came to his joy the good time they have
death from shot wounds at the planned for us.
hands of officers of the law
while they were attempting to waived
preliminary hearing
make his arrest.
and were held to await the acDistrict Attorney, Fred Ni tion of the Grand Jury upon
cholas, went to Quemado, and their own recognizance.
Mr. Nicholas states that he
made an investigation of the
killing. He reports that the has found nothing in his inves
members of the Sheriff's posse tigation so far to indicate that
appeared beiore Divnicio Lo the affair was anything but a
pez, Justice ot the Peace, and justifiable killing.
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consu-

mer. Silver-lea- d
mining will
be the first to feel the change
zinc will come next and the
other minerals will follow. Six
months should fine the great
American mining industry aga
in in the heyday of prosperity
not, ot course, the infalted
kind of prosperity which the
war brought, but the solid,
lasting prosper
ity which the country knew in
former years and which, when
once
may reasonably be expected to continue for many years to come.
As Postmatser General Hays
so tersely put it, prosperity is
already on the road for those
who will go out and meet it.
Mining Congress Journal,
o
Heavy Lead Demand During
Next Decade Forseen

tie tee

v.

Copyright

I

:

insuring their permanence and
growth, will create large new
demands for lead of a regular
charact e r.
and
permanent
The constant expansion of the
telephone business in the Uni
ted States, the enormous build
ing requirements of the coun
try which must be taken care
of during the next five years
will further augment the demand for this metal. Indeed,
the record of consumption of
all these industries for the past
five years projected into the
future for five years indicates
a requirement of metallic lead
so large that it is a question
among those interested in the
lead business just where the
supplies are going to come
from.
With the exception of
the lead which occurs as an
incidental to the great discoveries of zinc in the Oklahoma- By S. M. Evans
Lead Kansas field, no major de
President, Eagie-Pichposits have been found in the
Company.
United States in the last twen
of the
The future growth
years, while several
lead business is a most gratify- arge properties have been bot
The demand for tomed.
ing study.
The relationship, therefore
this metal is certain to be very
much larger in the next decade of supply and demand will un
than ever before; due in part doubtedly result in a strong
to a continued acceleration of stimulation in the way of high
the requirements of the white prices, the result of which no
lead industry and in part to doubt will be the discovery
the developments of that great and exploitation of new fields.
industry which is responsible As the United btates doubled
for the tremendous expansion its zinc output in three years
in the copper business during by reason of war necessity, it
the last twenty years, namely may easily be that we shall
witness similar developments
the electrical industry.
The evident disposition of in the lead industry within the
Congress in relation to our next decade. ' Mining Con
chemical industries, in effect gress Journal.
well-grounde- d,

er

ty-fi-

GAME WARDENS
RECENTLY APPOINTED
By request of the Magdalena
Game Association to lhos. G
Gable, State Game Warden, of
Santa Fe, the following were
recently appointed game wardens:
J. B. Deering, Magdalena
Joe Kimball, Magdalena
Alexander Clark, Magdalena
Sim Smith, Magdalena
G. W. Evans, Jr., Magdalena
T. W. Medley, Magdalena
L. V. Medley, Magdalena
Pratt Barndollar, Magda
lena
Wm. Hughes, Magdalena
H. D. Dawson, Magdalena
P. B. Moore, Magdalena
Roy B. Paschal, Magdalena
John Porter, Aragon
Otis E. Watson, Aragon
W. S. Laney, Luna
Tom Reynolds, Datil
Ben F. Peery, Fairview
A. B. Sloan, Chloride
The following were appoint
ed license collectors:
Joe Kimball, Magdalena
Wm. Hughes, Magdalena
W. S. Laney, Luna
Tom Reynolds, Datil
Ben F. Perry, Fairview
0

SHIP FOUR HUNDRED
(From Magdalena News)

Milo Burlingame loaded out
four hundred head of steers
this morning, the atock going
to Denver where they will be

distributed for feeding points.
They were purchased in small
lots from a number of our
stockmei.

me-mo- ra

afer-mand-

-,
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REDUCED WAGES

,

According to the latest statistics the
German casualties In the war were
killed and 4,247,14:1 wounded.
TO
'
cases returned on the
Including
From All Over
wounded list morn, than once.
The feature of the relcbstag bank
WILL BE
DEFINITE PROPOSALS
statement for the week ending Sept.
Condensed
of
:10, Issued at Berlin, is an increase 1j
SUBMITTED
BY TRAFFIC
progress of events
'
the paper currency circulation by
TO ASSOCIATION,
howe and abroad.
murks to 80,384,300,000
marks. During the week ending Sept.
( Waum ftorspiiwf Vtlm Km tmlct.
30 new bank notes nnd loan bnnk notes
Plans are under way for the enlargto the amount of 4,213,700,000 marks
COST SAVINGS
ing the vocational Training center in OFFER
FROM ALL
were issued.
Las Vegas, N. Mex., und it Is thought
English cotton men so far have not that In a few' weeks the attendance
Miss Bes-li- e
kill be over 100 students.
been disturbed by reports of un AmerLOWER FREIGHTS ARE EXPECT,
SAYINGS,
DOINGS, ACHIEVE ican cotton shortage. Manager John
Fltcher, formerly at Santa Fe, will
ED TO STIMULATE BUSINESS
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
Hylanrt, connected with one of the Join the local staff.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
AND EARNINGS.
biggest Lancashire spinning companies
Sales of land amounting to $172,012
Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
said he was not worried as all English were made by the slate, through the
spinners hold big stocks und are not state land department, at public auc- -'
.WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
(Vwura Ntippr Uain tint Stnlet.)
( Wtilcrp Neirspaper Union New Smlet. )
buying because the cotton goods export Hon In Phoenix.
The next sale to
dead.
is
trade
be conducted by the department will
A proposal to meet all fuyou are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
WESTERN
Chicago.
Sir Ernest Shackleton nnd bis party be in Florence on Oct. 25, when graz- ture reductions in wuges of railroad
The largest diamond yet mined in
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Arkansas field was found in I'ike have arrived at Lisbon on board the ing and agricultural lands will be sold. employes with corresponding decreases
has
which
been
was
in
vessel
rates
damaged
railroad
new
presentfor
Quest,
All
the
the furnishings
freight
high
county. The stone weighs 20.2.1 carats
Colds
Headache
Rheumatism
in the rough and li estimated to be by a heavy storm off the west const school nt Gallup, N. Mex., have been ed to the Association of Railway Extoothache
when
recalled
that
The
It
is
Its
of
at
here.
propNeuritis
Portugal.
meeting
received and the building will soon be ecutives
Neuralgia
worth $10,000.
the Quest started out from England on completed
so that they can be in osition was submitted by a special
of the
Earache
Lumbago
Pain, Pain
the
Ant
to
Its voyage of exploration
stalled. W'hen the building Is ready committee of railroad officials which
long contested dispute over the
stated for occupancy It will be one of the conferred with government officluls at
division of the irrigation waters of the arctic, dispatches from London
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Washington, it was stated.
finest of its kind In the southwest.
Laramie river was assigned for Jan. there was not a "single
In
crew."
seaman
Its
deto
oil
future
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of 24 and 100 All drumriata.
The
B, 1922, by the
pass
proposition
Fat Arizona range cattle will find a
Supreme Court recently.
km Maw
i vi m,
uunocun w Mon oencteiawr or Baiicrucacie
Damaged by one vessel In a dense ready market In California this fall, creases in operating costs along to the
The body of John Edward Drelffeln
public, it was stated, was in line with
FmU ud winter brine with them INFLUENZA,
in the opinion of Edward W. Stephens,
DI8TKMPKB,
of Moline, III., one of the two sailors fog off the southwest const of ScotCOUGHS and 0010)8. Give row hone
the policy of the railroads to make
whose lives were lost In the sinking of land nnd then sunk by another coming secretary of the live stock sanitary
railHe based this view, he said, freight rate reductions and allow
the submarine it 0 in Los Angeles bar to its aid, was the fate of the Laird hoard.
bor recently, rose to (he surface of the line steamer Itowan, plying between on prevailing conditions In the live- roads to operate at a profit. Freight
at the first sign of sickness. Batter still, rive It as-- preventive
water uhout twenty feet from where Glasgow and Dublin. Thirteen of the stock industry of the state, coupled rate reductions are Impossible while
before he shows
of itckneaa. "SPOHN'S" acts equally well
one
as
remain
costs
nnd
three
preventive or cure. By reason of Its sermlctdal qualities. It
crew
unchanged,
Rowan's
apernting
passengers
the era ft sunk.
with expressions from many of the
hastens recovery by expelling- - the disease germs, abating fever
aftofficial
died
Two
asserted,
0 cents and
are
1.20 per bottle at
and restoring the appetite,
passengers
missing.
Fifteen western sennlnrs joined In
leuding growers.
drupr stores.
The railroads emerged from the war
er being rescued by vessels which reINDIANA
MEDICAL
COMPANY
GOSHEN,
to
of
35
bill
61OHN
the
test
officers
to
house
suit
A
principal
telegrams
friendly
S. O. S. call.
facing a huge deficit, he asserted. The
western railroads urging that the west sponded to the wireless
has been filed in the superior court 8
cent
the
trans
by
profit provided
per
West at Phoenix, House bill 35 provide
rate
The American freighter
ern carriers grunt a
portation act failed to bring any mato the Kansas City convention of the Comnk, hound with cargo from San Hint county superintendents of school;
relief been use of the decrease in
Eastern railroads Francisco for Glasgow, rammed the may issue warrants marked "no funds' terial
American Legion.
nnd bad the railroad labor
husiuess,
have already granted such n rate.
to be registered witli the county treas labor board not authorized a reduction
Laird liner Itowan, a Glasgow-DubliFire destroyed HO cars of alfalfa night passenger boat, In a thick fog urer nnd to hear Interest at the rate rf wages many, rufrrouds would have
belonging to the Elephant Hutro Alfal- off Corscwnllpolnt, Scotland, near the of 8 per cent per annum when school been bankrupt before the end of the
nt Fahens and for a mouth of the river Clyde. While the funds lire exhausted.
fa Association
year, it was asserted. '.
time threatened the entire town, which
The Masonic lodge of Springer, N,
Railroad executives, according to the
Comnk was lowering Its boats to n!d
El
Paso.
is twenty-eigh- t
miles eust of
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
Mex., lias purchased a lot and will official, have realized the desirability
a
the
third
steamer,
stricken
the
ship,
The loss Is estimated at $.10,ou().
then take or 3 for a few
from Glas soon start the work of excavating for of a reduction in freight rales because
after.They
Clan
Clan
I
Malcolm,
liner
CARTER'S! cleanse your system of all nights
of $20,000 was carried.
waste matter and
for Natal, South Africa, sped out the new building which is to be built, of the decrease in the prices of other
gow
After writing and signing a will nnd of the
of
two
will be
commodities.
brick and
Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
fog In answer to an S. O. S. cull The building
a series of notes, Mrs. Christian
They have, however, been unable to
and crashed amidships of the Rowan stories high, the upper room to be the
take aS SUgar. Genuine tear tignatutt
A3
lier
and
Mauch,
years old, widow,
which sank a minute later. Thirteen lodge room and the lower floor will effect such reductions, lie said, because
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.
son Henry W. Mauch, 32, of St. Louis,
members of the Rowan's crew and be rented for a mercantile establish of the fixed operating costs, This, he
committed suicide by sealing themto the arbitrary fixmeut.
asserted,
applied
were
lost.
three passengers
selves In a room of their home and
No two leaves, even from the saiua
ing :of. wages and to. the limitations
Two men were killed instantly.
Never judge what a woman wants
can work to do by the things she does.
turning on the gas. Their bodies were GENERAL
are exactly alike.
who died eleven placed on hours employes
tree,
third
crushed
badly
found by the police.
Mrs. Myrtle Greenlee fell dead in a re
two others seriously and the amount of work that can be
later
und
hours
'
Signs along the route of the Victory vival meeting in Paris, 111., while plead
Cutleura Comforts Baby's Skin
hurt late Saturday afternoon in a pre done.
Important to Mothers
To effect a reduction of freight When red, rough and itching with hot
for the promulgation of ing with her husband to join a church mature explosion of a blusting charge
Examine carefully every bottle of
highway,
old remedy
was
described
death
of
cause
revenues,
and
by In Devil's canon, near
rates
maintain present
which the Victory Highway Associa- The
baths of Cutleura Soap and touches of CASTORIA, that famous
Superior, Ariz. the
anounced ' was formulated. Cutleura Ointment. Also make use for Infants and children, and see that It
tion was organized and incorporated physicians as heart disease aggravated on the new
plan
r
highway
Bears the
about , by now and then of that
In Topeka several months ago, will be by religious excitement.
now under construction. All five were Increased buslnes brought
exquisitely scentlower
rates, is expected to pro ed dusting powder, Cutleura Talcum, Signature of(
of
placed from California to Kansas City,
Kansas,
Bank
The State
Muncie,
employes of the state highway depart vide! freight
the Increased revenue necessary one of the
Mo., by Nov. 1. The marking of the was robbed recently, and in an ex ment
indispensable Cutleura In Use for Over 80 Years.
forthe railroads to- operate at a fulr Toilat Trio, Advertisement..
highway Is complete from the coast change of shots between the robbers
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
been
have
Arrangements
completed pr7-- k
was sraieu. ,
to Denver, Colo.
nnd bnnk offlclnls, It Is reported, L. E.
which
the
of
the
rich
by
development
Those In touch with the situation
SOFT ANSWER IN SWEDISH
Wylle McXeely, negro, was burned Worthlngton, cashier of the bank, was silver
mine, known as the Old Volcano, pointed out that even, if the proposal
Wanted to Fight Wildcats.
to death by a mob near Lepshurg, shot. Telephone wires between Kan- Is
now assured. The Volcano Is said became effective at once, some time
M. Knight addressed a
William
Camp county, Texas. He had been ar- sas City and Muncie were cut, pre
on the circus "Explanation" That More Than Satisby mining men to be the richest strike would elapse - before freight rates crowd of negroes
rested charged with assault upon a sumably by the robbers.
fied the Offended Representaof the year in New Mexico und as the could be reduced. To decrease rates, grounds at Louisville.
tive of the Law.
girl. The negro was seized by the mob
V. McGraw, formerly vice pres
as an
mine has been n good producer In the the railroads would have to go through
himself
Rny
described
He
when lie attempted to leap from the ident and
a "killer," and offered
general manager of the Mis past It Is thought that it will again almost as much formality as to raise
and
A pretty young Swede and an AmeriJail to an automobile waiting to spirit souri Valley Cattle Loan Company of come
to do combat with all the wildcats In
back and no doubt will be one them, It was stated.
him away from the large crowd which
can girl were crossing the Ellipse, reOmaha, which was declared bankrupt of the richest silver finds in the
the circus menagerie, predicting a
had surrounded ihe jutl.
gardless of a lettered warning to keep
some time ago, has surrendered to the country,
direful outcome for the wildcats.
A bicycle pollcemun
oft the grnss.
Harding May Visit Alaska.
sheriff on indictments, one of which
WASHINGTON .
Furthermore, he challenged anyone wheeled
Final arrangements
to ask If they couldn't see
for raising
President
'Hunting
up
of
of
embezzlement
Washington.
$100,000
In his audience to gainsay that he
The Western Pacific railroad bns ap charged
the sign, whereupon the American
$3,800 to repair the Las duces armory told a committee of
thut lie
funds.
on those
plied to the Interstate Commerce Com the company's
erect
com hoped to accept their invitntion to at was the "gamest gamecock"
and
barn
stables
were
and
whispered to the other to answer him
witch
an
of
141
mission for authority to issue $3,000,- rate
miles
of
nt
the
Copious
draughts
grounds.
Flying
In Swedish. The little foreigner burst
Oct. 1 by John M. Bowman,
tend the meeting of the imperial connhe said, had made him what
000 In first mortgage C per cent gold hour, a flying boat, piloted by Clifford pleted of
hazel,
the First National bank, 11 of the order iu San Francisco next
cushler
forth In excited mystifying language
was about to expound
notes. The funds are to be used for Webster, completed a trip of 188 miles
he
and
he
was,
and W. S. Sutherland, representing the June, but was uncertain whether hs
and the other girl chipped in with the
further on the rejuvenating effects ot few words of her
retirement of equipment trust certifi- from Aberdeen, Md., to Fort Washing- Bowman Bank and Trust
own acquired stock,
Company.
would be able to do so. It has been that
took
a
when
cates nnd to reimburse the treasury of ton, N. Y., in 80 minutes without a The state has subscribed
beverage
policeman'
the impossibility of enforc$1,000, making indicated that he would visit the Gol- him
Realizing
on
of
185
cer
drunkenness
miles
an
hour
of
for
the company
A speed
away
charges
equipment trust
stop.
a fund of $4,800, the amount required den Gate city if he finds it possible
ing the law on two young and attracand disorderly conduct. Louisville tive
tificates matured and paid Aug. 1
was maintained between Philadelphia
o make the Improvements, upon which to make his projected trip to Alaska Courier-Journaaliens, the officer not only perValues of Imports nnd exports of and the Battery, New York.
mitted them the right of way but
work will begin Nov. 1.
the coining summer.
during
merchandise euch fell off materially
Directors of the Associated Dress
took the trouble to point out the monuTotal value of Imports and exports
during September, according to fig Industries of America bowed to the In
ment,
Logical.
government buildings and like
Terminal.
the Arizona district during SeptemBig' Fire Sweeps
ures made public by the Department decision of Parisian designers and ,
Teacher
Thomas, will you tell me public views.
Ohai'leston, S. C Damage esli what a conjunction is, and compose
of Commerce. Imports for September ilorsed the longer skirts. "This means ber was $877,140, uncording to a reWhen she got the chance the Ameri
were $180,000,000, Hie lowest for any Mint manufacturers of dresses over port made public in, Nogales by mated at more than $1,500,000 was a sentence containing one?
can girl asked her friend what she had
L.
of
district
collector
Charles
the
Charleston
a
fire
nt
caused
Fowler,
by
month tills year. Exports last month the country will take up the mntter in
Thomas (after reflection) A con said to the policeman and that upcustoms.
The value of the exports street terminals of the Charleston
totaled $.'12."i,0(IO,000,
only $."),000,000 their respective organizations for indijunction is a word connecting any- holder of the law may be interested
mate
was
Articles
Fertilizer
$011,000.
exported Terminal Conipnny,
more than the lowest month this year, vidual action," said David J. Moses-stdithing, such as "The horse is hitched In the answer.
lals valued nt approximately $1,300, to the fence by his halter." "Halter
"I was st nervous that all I cou'd
executive director. "It Is be- through the port of Nogules were valJuly, nnd $40,000,000 below the Au
were destroyed and a considerable Is a
conjunction, because it connects thjnk of was the Lord's Prayer. And
gust record. Roth Imports and ex lieved liii t by spring the new length ued at $400,000 and those through 000
at $105,000. The other ex- stretch of warehouses and wharfs the horse and the fence." Hurper's I gave him that from start to finish."
ports were approximately 50 per cent will be considered established and pub- Douglas
...
were heavily damaged.
ports went through Nnco and Yuma.
Bazaar.
below the totals for September, 1020. licity approved."
Washington Star.
Civic improvements, estimated to
Decisions
of lower courts holding
One person Is known to have been
WORLD SERIES OVER.
that Irrigation companies can fore killed and two were injured seriously cost $35,000 will be made In' Las
The
close on farmers for failure to pay by an explosion that wrecked a whole- Cruces, N. Mex., In November,,
Win Coveted Pennant for Sec-water rent were In effect upheld when sale grocery In Detroit. Police began work includes puvlng Convent street Giants
" ond Time.
Main
connect
street
with
to
the
with
In
the belief
the Supreme Court declined to review ii search of the debris
New
World champion, 1921
York.
Cruces
Las
national
between
highway
appeals of John II. Martens und oth- some of the occupants of apartments
ers of Idaho against the Twin Fails In the upper floor might have per- and El Paso, and Alameda boulevard the New York National League baseto Griggs street, ball club. The Giants won by defeatished.
Oakley Land and Water Company
Joseph Caruso, proprietor of from Convent street
a distance of more than a half mile.
ing the Yankees In the eighth game of
to
the
was
unable
the
grocery,
explain
The chair used by Theodore Iiooseand coffee. Drink Postum,
Do you regularly anticithe world series at the Polo grounds in
B.
D.
the
.
for
a
Clayton,
the
clue.
inspector
or
police
give
velt nt bis desk nt the White House explosion
the delicious meal-tim- e
a refreshing sleep?
New York. The American League
pate
Live
at
Stock
State
Hoard
Sanitary
was formally presented by President
More thnn $1,000,000 a week was
do you dread going to
died fighting hard In a
Or
beverage instead I In flachampions
Ed
Informed
Ariz.,
Wilcox,
Stephens,
Harding to the ltoosevelt Memorial spent on the highways in Ohio during
vor it is much like coffee.
their
duel
between
classic
to
sleeptwirling
bed,
stare,
only
the
of
6,000
that
board,Association. ,The gift was received by the past summer, beginning the ln'.ier secretary
pitching ace, Wnite Hoyt, and Art
less, at the walls? The
a committee beaded by William Boyce imil of June. Vouchers for n total of steers nnd feeder cows hail been con- Nehf, the Giant's stur left bander.
Postum is fundamendifference between sleepfor in that vicinity, deliveries
,ff,l,ri04 were paid out by the Ohlt traded
a nerve strengthener
Thompson, president of the associa
lacked
the
tally
necessary
However,
they
to be made in October and November
ing and staring is simply
it lets you get
tion, and will be placed In a collection Hiphway Department for v.oik done
because
team
tak
.National
the
League
punch,
a matter of nerves.
of ltoosevelt mementoes now being as- between June 15 nnd July 1. This is Clayton's letter also snld Hint indica- ing the' game by 1 to 0 and the series,
restful sleep.
sound,
more
were
and
tions
that
steers
many
amount
In
thut
ever
(lie lurgest
sembled.
spurit
to three.
Postumisaskilfully-mad- e
When your nervous
feeder cows would lie sold in the near five games
In order that the coal mining Indus- short period of time since the depart
cereal' beverage, and the
conin
a
sound
is
system
future.
was organized.
'
try might be kept free from the men- ment
Greek Chief Is Dismissed.
secret of its popularity is
dition, you are certain to
son
Jose Manuel Armijo,
A broken engagement and the an
ace of unemployment and In order
'
its protection to health
who
well. But whefl
Dousmnnis,
sleep
Mr. and Mrs. D. Armijo of Toas,
of
fiance
her
nouncement
that
American
coal
the
promised
that
export trade
and its delicious flavor.
are worn out
nerves
resumed the office of chief of staff of
redied
his
home
N.
as
at
the
Mex.,
your
,
to
another
was
Comgirl,
marry
preparing
may be Increased, Secretary of
and beyond your control,
sult of being bitten by a large rattle the Greek army, following his return
merce Hoover has referred to Chair- led to the futal shooting of Boyd
Ask your grocer for
from the war zone in Asia Minor, was
your rest is broken and
of
man Lnsker of the United States ship27, farmer,
Bradley's Ferry, enuke. The Jad'w'as gathering plfioui
Drink this hot,
was
Postum.
dismissed
and
sevof
peremptorily
hills
leaves
north
the
in
with
the
StinMiss
city
Allie
Ark.
your awakening
ping board, Idle ships now tied up by near Lead Hill,
on the retired list. The reason
refreshing beverage in
you languid and irritable.
the shipping board, bo leased to coal nett, 21, his former sweetheart, In the eral other boys when the rattler struck placed
for his dismissal is said to have been
place of tea or coffee for
exporters for $1 a month. Operation scuffle for the gun, was shot in the him on the foot. He was taken to
the government with an
Doctors know that
10 days and see what a
of the ships, would prevent deteriora- thigh. Ridlnger died four hours after his home and medical aid summoned displeasure by
bemuch of the nerve diswonderful difference it
Miss Stinnett surren- - at once but he passed away in a short order of the day that he issued, it
tion, which comes when the vessels are the shooting.
ing considered subversive of discipline.
orders result from,' tea
)
will make in the way you
time, ,
dered to the police.
tied up, It was slated.
ii i
and coffee drinking. The
New
Mexico
feel.
In
the
and
deer
turkey
Itetnll fond prices during September
After the discovery of $"i,0OO worth
Unemployment Adjourn.
ji
drugs in these drinks
were found by the Labor Department of stolen merchandise In her IUverslde seasons were shortened and changed
Postum cornea (in two
en causWashington, Having agreed on deft
to have declined In nil but two of the lrive apartment In New York City, to Nov. 20 to 30. This same season Is
forms: Instant Postum (In tins)
emerills
made
for
which
gray squir- nlte remedial, policies for., the
made instantly in the cup by
ing the serious
titles In which It conducts investiga- Miss Ruth Holing, a graduate of also
the addition of boiling water.
result from disturbing the
tions. Decreases amounted to 2 per Northwestern
University,
pleaded rels. Although there were not many gency and "permanent relief of the miPostum Cereal (in packages of
changes in actual closed seasons In employed and the. return of commerce
cent In Minneapolis and Portland, Me.; guilty to shoplifting and was . senregular bodily functions. It
larger bulk, for those who preis for your health's sake
and 1 per cent In Atlanta, Philadel- tenced to three months In the work- Kew Mexico, .the new law places game and business to normal, the
to make the drink while the
fer
on n sound basis. Game meat conference completed its labors
The goods had been stolen
house.
that many doctors now
phia und. Suit Lake City.
meal Is being prepared) made
,
To
without
In
com-dute.
and
are
care
a
matters
of
Adjourned
stores.
placed
The Chicago, Eock Island & Pacific from various department
say you should quit tea
by boiling for 20 minutes,
which among other things, t tlnue the work until thd emergency Is
has been authorized by the Interstate
A dispatch from Petrograd says that
committee
the
In
seasons
close
or
passed,.'
organization
any locality
may
Commerce Commission to issue $1,905,-00- city Is suffering from a flood, caused
to select a standing comof Its own bonds for the purpose by winds which have driven the water any species, and mny prohibit all bunt was ordered
be
named
later, which will
of paying off obligations of a sub- up the Neva river Into canals, washi- Ing In periods of extreme forest fi! mittee, to
a Reason"
to reconvene the conferauthorized
be
and
such
times
at
danger
placet
pi
sidiary, the Burlington, Cedar Rapldi ng- out bridges, flooding cellars and
ence at any time.
be
necessary.
may
A Northern.
docks and hindering shipping.
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THE RESERVE

Woodsmen's Pay
No Longer High

GOOD
HIGHWAYS
PNEUMATIC

TIRES

ARE

BEST

Cause Least Damage to Road Surface,
by
According to Tests
Bureau of Roads.
by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Many roads not originally Intended
to carry heavy traflle were seriously
damaged
during the period of the
war by the Impact of heavy motorPrepared

trucks.

The natural

Maine From War In Bangor for whisky, motor rides and
other enjoyments, or lost in gambling.
Boom Sends Lumber Prices
Bottom Fell Out.
Then, In the early fall of 1920, the
Down Toward Normal.

Reaction

TWO

in

MEN

FDR

EVERY

JOR

result of this Home
Builders Will Rejoice, but Pulp
Mills Garner Most of the Output
Employers Now Can Get Their

was to warn highway engineers of the
Importance of planning all future
roads with reference to the kind of
traffic that is likely to use them. The
engineers responded Immediately by
building thicker roads and roads of
more durable material; but in the
absence of definite knowledge of the
probable strength of the Impact they
have not known exactly how thick or
how strong the roads must be made.
Recent tests of the Impact of motortrucks made by the bureau of public

Pick

of

Men.

The day of fabulous wages
Bangor.
for woodsmen Is past, and Instead of
Jobs hunting men men of any kind
at almost any price the hunting is
now done by the men, for there are
at least two of them to one Job. Every
day now, the sidewalks of lower Exchange and Washington streets are
roads, United States Department ot throngdd with woodsmen, waiting for
Agriculture, develop the facts that something to turn up, and the employtrack strikes a ment agents are having their pick of
when a solid-tire- d
the men at prices not more than half
those paid a year ago.
In olden times the best of native
iroodsmen were glad when November
came around and a long winter faced
them, to get $10 to $25 a month to go
Into the woods, walkltig most of the
50 to 100 miles from Baugor to the
scene of operations with their bags
on their backs, and satisfied with a
bunk In a log house and a diet com
posed chiefly of pork and beans. They
went to work at the first streak of
ilawn and kept at It as long as they
could see a tree.
Wages Were Low.
In

Pneumatic Tires Save Highways.
obstruction, the Impact may
he as high ns seven times tlie load,
an average being about four times,
The tests show, however, that the
Impact depends largely upon the kind
Pneumatic
and condition of the tire.
tires cause the least damage to the
road surface, the cushion of air re
ducing the Impact so that it Is sel
dom greater than 1M times the static
load on the wheels.
Although the
Impact Increases with the speed of
the truck, and It Is therefore highly
desirable to limit speed by strict reg
ulation, the use of pneumatic tires
would mak higher opeed permlasIMe.
The tests of the bureau of public
roads have pointed the way to more
scientific designing of roads for mo
tortruck traflle. and there Is every as
surance that engineers will now be
able to build roads with practical cerlalnty that they will withstand the
blows of heavy vehicles.
Further reassurance in this respect
lies in the Information
that manu
facturers are not building as many
trucks exceeding five tons capacity as
formerly. The number of Industries
In which very
large trucks can be
kent continuously working Is ex
tremely limited, so that the likelihood of forthcoming motortruck damage to public highways is considerably reduced.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

that

day the price of spruce
stmnpnge (the right to cut) was $1.25
to $2 per thousand feet and a very lib
eral scale at that. The men who drove
the logs down the boom got $1.73 to
$2.50 a day, and they were experts,
The rafters at Bangor,
every one.
the overhaulers, the sawmill men und
everybody else who touched the log
or the lumber worked long hours at
low wages the sawmill men faun
(lawn to dusk for $.'!0 a month and
board.
Vessels carried the lumber
from Bangor to Boston for as little
as $1.25 per thousand feet, seldom
more than $1.75 ; to Long Island ports
for 50 cents more and to New York
for $2.25 to $2.75.
On tills basis of cost of production
estimating the price of the logs in
boom at $0 to $9 per thousand feet
for hemlock
and $10 to $13 for
spruce, lumber was so cheap that almost anyone could afford to build a
bouse and mechanics in Bangor and
the towns alone tlia- - river improved
the opportunity of cheap lumber and
cheap land to get homes for themselves.
Today everything Is very different
riiere had been a gradual Increase be
fore the war of stumpage rates, wages
and other costs, and lumber was costly
enough when the war came on, largely
through the advent of the pulp mills,
which from small beginnings In the
eighties increased their field and scope
of operations until in 1915 they owned
most of the desirable timber lands
and were eating up rather more than
half of the 800,000,000 feet of spruce
put In the state.
Then the war set things faster
than ever. Wages were first to go skyward, owing to the difficulty of getting

bottom began to fall out.
Peeled
pulp wood fell from $31 a cord to
$21, and rough from $23 to $13, while,
with an overstock on hand everywhere, cutting operations were curtailed one-hal- f.
Woods wages went
down with a bang but the bottom was
not reached. This summer the decline
has continued and woods wages are
down to $1.75 a day. In some sections
as low as $1.50, with board, while
pulpwood sawyers working by the cord
are getting Instead of $2.75 to $3.50
a cord, $1.75 and occasionally $2, and
paying their own board at the rate of
75 cents to $1 a day. Even at these
prices there are thousands Idle.
Spruce lumber, which at one time In
1919 reached $03 and $05 per 1,000
is now quoted at $45 to
feet,
$49 for dimensions and $30 to $43
for randoms, and the only tiling that
prevents a further slump Is the demand of the pulp mills, which now

Check Signed U. R. Acrook
Goes Through Banks
.Loveland, Colo. Some crook
with a sense of humor succeeded in passing a check for $250
on an Akron (O.) rubber firm
that was written on n counter
check of the First National bunk
here.
It was signed U. It.
Acrook and Indorsed by several
banks tiefore it got back here,
and it was discovered there was
no such account In the local
4
bank.

eat up fully

75 per cent of the log crop.
On the west branch of the Penobscot, which In the old days yielded
50,000,000 feet or more of long logs,
scarcely a stick was cut last winter

for sawmills, practically the entire

out-

LIV
STOCK

put, 134,000,000 feet being in four-foo- t
lengths, for the Great Northern Paper
It Is the same story everycompany.
where the pulp mills monopolizing
CHOLERA TAKES LARGE TOLL
the log cut, and as long ns this demand continues lumber cannot be anyLosses Have Been Greatly Reduced
thing 4ike as cheap as It once was,
and May Be Wiped Out Entirely
whatever the cost of labor.
By Right Treatment.

SAPPHO REINCARNATED

August and September take the
heaviest toll through hog cholera, the
bane of swine keepers, which In years
past has wiped out entire herds after
an expensive season's feeding. In certoll has run
tain years the
as high as 144 per 1,000 through the

United States. Preventive measures
by the United States Department of Agriculture have reduced
the toll to 38. The experts, whose
work has effected this annual multimillion-dollar
saving, assert confidently that the means of absolute insurance from hog cholera losses Is
within the reach of any farmer who
cares to take the precautionary trouble and expense.
The serum treatment,
developed
about 15 years ago and first put into
general use within the last six or
seven years, gives Immunity If Injected In time. This serum treatment
Is described fully In Farmers' Bulletin
834, which should be kept at hand for
ready reference by every hog raiser.
This girl, Juunltu Clivette of New
Hog cholera Is an epidemic disease ;
York, Is certain that she is the re that means that It spreads from one
incarnation of Sappho. At the age ol or a few initial cases. It Is carried
six she climbed on her mother's knee In bedding, sty refuse, feeding troughs,
and snld: "Mamma, I hnve found loading shutes., railroad cars, farm lm- myself. Who, or what, was Sappho?"
Since then she has written thousands
of lyrics and painted many chnrinln;
canvases. She Is now only fourteen
years old. Her father, who keeps 8
curio shop, has been an actor, nia
glclan, newspaper man and artist.
"I am as old as time," says Juanlta
"I have been since the beginning.
I am again Sap
Once I was Sappho.
pho reincarnate,"
developed

Tells How
to Save on Fuel MM
e

OF

5 CHILDREN

Mrs. Taylor's Sickness Ended
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Roxbury, Mass. "I suffered continually with backache and was oftenj.- de- iii.iiiiiiiiiu ji nii jsponaenc, nua aizzy
aiiu

sptHiB

si,

1117

monthly periods it
was almost impossible to keep around
at my work. Since
my last baby came
two years ago my
back has been worse
and no position I
could get in would
relieve it, and doc- -

rV
i

itor

s medicine

did

J not help me. Afriend
recommended Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and I have found great
relief since using it. My back is much
better and I can sleep well. I keep
house and have the care of Ave children
so my work is very trying and lam very
thankful I have found the Compound
such a help. I recommend it to my
mends and u you wisn to use tms letter
I am verv elad to help any woman suf
fering as I was until I used Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Maude E. Taylor, 6 St. James
Place, Roxbury, Mass.
Backache is one of the most common
symptoms of a displacement or derangement of the female system. No woman
should make the mistake of trying to
overcome it by heroic endurance, Dut
ErofitbyMrs.Taylor'sexperienceandtry

Saves Money for
Ford: Owners

ADVANCE

INSERT
BRAKE LINING

ronroRDS

Not only Hop, the chatter, the rattlo and ihaae

but

3 Sets of Ordinary Linings

Outlast

W

-

FREE BOOKLET "The Stop- of Cork
Iclli why. Write for it.
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP.
ADVANCE
1723 Prairie Avenue, Chicago

U. S.

Cholera-Fre-

TAKES CARE

KeepYourSkin-Pore- s

Pigs May Be Assured

Serum Is Used

in

Time.

Active and Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
Soap

25c, Ointment 25 and &0c, Talcum 25c.

structed so that the heat is held In; plements, clothing of laborers, and
Ignorance of Care of Furnace Re- that the air be kept moist ; and tbnt even In running water. Sanitation will
enough fresh air be admitted either cut down the danger, but It Is not an
sponsible for Much Waste,
continuously or from time to time to absolute preventive. Unless the farm
avoid the discomfort or unhealthfnl er has taken the
Says Bulletin.
precaution to have
conditions due to accumulation of car all of his herd immunized with serum
bonlc add gns. In selecting fuel, the and virus, an
operation which should
bulletin suggests that different kinds be done by a veterinarian or a spe
SEALING CRACKS SAVES HEAT and sizes of conl be tried out.
If you are troubled with pains or
cially trained layman, there Is always
Should Be Properly Installed.
possibility of the disease breaking out aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful pasThe best and highest-priceheater unexpectedly.
Average House Owner Burns Too Much
sat
The farmer's protection lies In the sage of urine, you will find relief in
less
Installed
may
Improperly
give
Coal, Principally Because He Doe
isfaction than the poorest and cheap- fact that usually only one or two mem
Not Know How to Regulate
est put In correctly, says the bulletin. hers of the herd are affected at first,
His Heater.
For this reason n mnn known to under. and he should be on the watch. One
stand his business should Instnll the or two hogs will refuse to come up to
In selecting the furnace, consult feed with the herd. They will remain
Washington. The average house plant.
owner burns too much coal, principally owners of homes who hnve had ex hidden in the nest, and when driven
In operating furnaces of dif
from the bed their backs may be
because he does not know how to perience
arched and they may appear cold, and The world's standard remedy for Iddney,
ferent types.
of
his
say
engineers
heater,
regulate
bladder and uric add troubles and
Practically all heating plants have shiver. The rest of the herd may re liver,
the United States Department of AgriNational Remedy of Holland since 169&
A draft dumper In the main apparently well for several days,
four
dampers.
Bulletin
1194,
Farmers'
in
culture
door of the ash pit Is opened to admit when others are likely to be found af Three sizes all druggists.
"Operating a Home Heating Plant," air
on ovary boa
through the fire, which causes It fected In about the same way as those Look for theandnam Goldno Medal
Many
published by the department.
imitatioa
aaeopl
to
A check damper
the
As
burn
first
disease
attacked.
pro
rapidly.
with
now
provided
rural homes are
In the smoke pipe Is opened to gresses the sick hogs become gnunt or
Times for Gratitude.
furnaces, and the publication was pre- admit cold nlr Into the
flue, thus Inter, tucked up In the flanks, and have
efficient
There Is much greulncss of mind In
pared as a guide to their
with the draft nnd retarding1 the weak, staggering gait, the weakness be the owning of a good turn ns in the
operation, particularly in getting the ferlng of fuel In the heater. The
ing most marked In the hind legs.
doing of It; and we must no more
most hent out of the fuel and In mak- burning
If the lungs are affected there may force a requital out of season than be
Men who could not speak a word ing the home as healthful as possible. damper located In the feed door Is used
same purpose. Through It cold be a cough, which Is particularly no wanting In It. Seneca.
GOOD HIGHWAYS ARE COMING of English and were almost too lazy
The satisfactory and efficient heat- for the
to move got $3 a day and board for ing of homes, according to the bulletin, air Is admitted directly over the fire, ticeable when the hogs are disturbed,
It nets as a check. The eyes usually are inflamed nnd
t
pulp wood, or $2.75 requires: That the chimney flue be of and If opened wide.
Federal, State and Local Authorities cutting
It admits Just show a whitish discharge, which may
When
regulated
properly.
to
cord
when
a
in
the
nnd
$3
size
the
Good
proper pince;
working by
Join Hands for Great
nroiper
to supplement that nd- - cause the lids to stick together. Con
ii,it tho nrntuT hpfitlncr enulnment be sufficient nlr
piece and paying their own board, at
Roads Campaign.
the rate of 75 cents to $1 a day. Installed correctly; that the plant he mltted through the draft damper nnd stipation, which Is commonly present
causes more perfect combustion of the In the early days of the disease, Is
The federal government, the state Some of these pieceworkers made as understood thoroughly und operated so
fuel. The smoke pipe damper Is loAs
a
governments, and the local authorities much as $180 to $200 a month, a few tbnt It gives the most hent from the cated between the furnace and the generally followed by diarrhoea.
the disease reaches Us height red or
ven more.
Most of tills was spent fuel consumed ; that the house be con
have joined hands for the greatest
chock draft, nnd can be used to control purplish blotches are likely to appear
s
campaign that has ever
the draft above the fuel In windy upon the skin of the ears, of the
been undertaken anywhere In the
weather or nt night
belly, and the Inner surfaces of the
world.
Ashes should not be permitted to ac- legs.
next
the
told
are
that during
We
In
ns
asli
the
this retards
cumulate
pit.
Some of the symptoms mentioned
five years there will be at the disposal
the draft and the beat causes the grnte
may be present In other diseases, but
of the state highway departments a
bars to become warped and bent. As a the owner should remember that
grand total of not less than
ruin It Is not neeesnry to shake down cholera
No fewer than 22 great naspreads rapidly through a
the ashes more thnn once or twice n herd nnd no time should be lost In
tional highways are under construcday, except In very cold weather, and calling a veterinarian to diagnose the
tion or planned for early developshaking should be stopped as soon ns rllsense and administer the proper
ment
live sparks begin to fall Into the ash treatment. If the disease Is cholera
.
The aggregate projects call for the
pit.
be
can
losses
averted
only
the
by
heavy
of
$000,000,000 during
expenditure
Sealing Cracks Saves Heat.
prompt administration of
present year.
It Is economy to seal the cracks serum.
about doors nnd windows with weather
Autopsy should be performed upon
APPROVES OUR ROAD SYSTEM
strips, and where the weather Is un- hogs which die of any disease. Indica-:lon- s
usually, cold, storm sash Is recomof cholera are described In the
of Japanese
Imperial Commissioner
With n wind velocity of bulletin referred to. The most Impor
mended.
Government Recommends Our
fifteen miles an hour n crnck of
tant thing is to be prepared and to
Type for Building.
of an Inch, which Is act promptly.
much less than the average for doors
Locate hog lots and pastures away
Prof. T. Takakuwa of Kirlu univer
nnd windows, permits the passage of from streams and public highways,
commisand
in
Tokyo,
Imperial
sity,
cubic feet of ind do not allow hogs to run on free
about one nnd
sioner of the Japanese government,
nlr n minute for every linear foot. An range or highways, nor to have acsettt abroad to Investigate types of
ordinary double Fish window (thirty-si- cess to canals or Irrigated ditches.
highways in Europe and the United
Inches wide and seventy-twInches
Do not drive Into hog lots after
roadof
of
the type
States, approves
would thus admit thirty cubic
high)
driving on public highways.
ImOnce you've
way used. In this country for the
n
a
In
minute.
of
room
nlr
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Do aot use hog lots for yarding
the
provement and road building program
wide
feet
enjoyed
feet
by twenty
long having
and farm Implements.
'n Japan.
two windows of this kind, there would wagons
toasted flavor
be required approximately SO per cent
'
Work In Pennsylvania
you will almore heat units to hent ft properly GIVE PURE DRINKING WATER
con231
has
highway
Pennsylvania
ways want it
thnn If the entrance of the air was
struction jobs under way. These incontrolled and a complete change al- Necessary for Best Health of Fowls
volve a total of 4,946,012 feet or 934.73
lowed once every hour.
aa All Poultry men Know Epsom
ulles, at a cost of $51,731,523.54.
In addition to maintaining a proper
Salts Help.
temperature, the moisture present In
Tree Along Highways.
Pure drinking water Is necessary,
the nlr Is n great factor In heating
California, Oregon and Washington
homes. Thp wafer pan In the furnnce as all our good poultrymen and
are establishing laws for preserving
should always he kept filled, nnd other
know. An occasional dose
trees along the highways as a scenic
means provided for the evaporation of of Epsom salts, twenty grains to the PATEf
w Paun'wfa'r.uhlu't
jj q AUTioaand book Ina.
asset.
wnter In the living room. Not only are quart, followed by thirty grains of lataa reaionabla. BlsMatieteraDOM
SonaaCTleea,
A new distinction is claimed by Congressman Arthur M. Free of
rooms In which the air has a high per- bicarbonate of soda to each quart ot a a
an
of
Mash.
In
mipa
two
Is
term
the
Fowls
sets
Glvs
first
who
his
house,
that
Is
of,
moisture
more
a
cleanser reported I All
Dry
having
serving
centage of
,
economically drinking water
Keep the dry mash before the birds twins, la tddltion to another sou. The photograph shows him with his five hented. hut living conditions are more by some of our breeders as being
healthful.
beneficial.
constantly.
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By F. A. WALKER

OUR WASTEFUL HA KITS
IS frequently remarked by
Englishmen who visit
America, thut our people are
shamefully wasteful, and fling away
money without any apparent thought
of the proverbial rainy day.
Whether these alien oomnienters
have penetruted deeply Into the subject Is not definitely known, but judgaverments,
ing from their
assuming at times a form of caustic
criticism, there Is doubtless more
truth In the mutter than we suspect.
It !i not without a pang of regret
a rufttlng of our pride, perhups that
we Americans, who are disposed to
conditions with unbiased
analyze
minds, reluctantly admit thut our English cousins are right.

A. H.

thut we have many
spendthrifts, constantly setting a had
example to the young, thut they ure
extravagant and decidedly foolish,
We recogidze

Money Is poured out like water, as
though, like Topsy,."lt Just growed."
There Is consolation, however, In
the thought that these prolllgates
come mostly from the ranks of the
newly rich and thoughtless Inheritors.
They have no Idea of the stern
realities of life, nor the lung dragging
years of Incessant labor and
that are necessary for a working
or professional man to uccumulute
eWi a moderate competency for old
age.
These people congregate where the
music Hows, where the tables are
heaped with dainties. They smile and
backbite, puff themselves up like frnjrs
and spend recklessly. They fall imtur-ull- y
Into a state which Is common to
their kind.
If we could follow them through
their Improvident course to the end,
we would lind them In pitiable plights,
repentant and likely as not homeless.

The necessity of conserving time
and money ought now be Impressed
upon all of us with considerable more
stress thnn It has been In the recent
past, and particularly upon the Inconsiderate young men and women.
Let high thinking, hard work and
thriftlnesM form the Important pnrt of
our spiritual bill of fare, so that In
the end we may be robust of body
and soul, sound of purse, unafraid of
landlords and In position "In old age
to accept all the vagaries of life with
supreme confidence and complacency.
(Copyright.)
-- o-

LYRICS OF LIFE
By DOUGLAS

MALLOCH

WHY NOT TELL HER SO?
you love her Just the
same
when at first you wed,
1'erhaps w ith not so hot a flame,
Hut still the coals are red.
blaze Is bright with
The new-mad- e

CoritSK

OF As

beat
And ruddy with desire;
But time shall give you something

sweet
I'eace, and the quiet fire.

,

Of course you love her as of old.
Your love she ought to know.
New loves burn hot, new loves turn
cold,
With all the winds that blow.
Hut time shull bring the steady bltre,
The flume that never died ;
Yea, time shall bring contented days,
The quiet lugleside.

(if course you love her as of yore
The years that you have shared
Have made you love her even more
Than ever you have cared.
Of course you love her Just the same,
Your love she ought to know,

For time has
flaint

brought

the

steady

But why not tell her so?
(Copyrirht.)

o

HOW DO YOU SKi IT?
Br C. N. LUR1E
Common Errors in English
How to Avoid Them

and

"SPOONFULS," ETC.

INof

CONSIDKKINO the proper form
the plurals of such words as

"spoonful," "cupful," armful," etc.,
must be borne In mind that the unit
considered Is not the spoon, the ana,
the cup, etc.,; but the material that
tills the spoon, etc. Thus, the unit Is
the spoonful, not the spoon, and as
"spoonful" is the name of a thing In
Itself, the proper form of the plural Is
found by adding an "s" to the word
"spoonful," and not to the part of the
word "spoon."
Of course, there are times when the
uidt Is the spoon Itself ; that is, when
two or more spoons are filled. When,
for example, you have before you two
spoons filled with sugar, you should
say "two spoons full," and not "two
spoonfuls." But when you take a
spoon, fill It with sugar and empty It
Into your coffee cup, and repeat the
process, you have taken two "spoonfuls" of sugar, and not two "spoons
It

full."

1921,
3, 1879.

19,

Publisher and Manager

LOW SALARIES

AND THE SALES TAX

When Congress tried to burden the rich, the consumer paid
it all, and more, too; a staright forward consumption levy would help the man of small
means by reducing prices.
By Jules S. Bache
A Consumption Tax does not differentiate between the
wealthy and those of mederate means. Under a consumption
tax the citizen who consumes the most pays the most taxes,
whether his income is big or little. For 150 years this country
flourished and grew great under consumption taxes, which
were the only kind that we paid.
When we went into the war congress planned a new
way to raise the great sums needed. The plan was to make
the rich man pay the taxes.
This was to be accomplished
mainly through the Excess Fronts taxes on business and the
surtaxes on income (surtaxes which ran up to unheard of percentages as the incomes were larger 73 per cent at the highest was to be taken out of the largest.)
What happened was that wealthy people out of business
se-began immediately to put their fortunes into
curities, and the amount they put in taxes today is negligle.
The business concerns, to avoid the Excess Profits tax, added
it to tne price ot tneir goods, ana tne consumer paid it an ana
more, too.
The result is that our taxes once more, notwithstanding
the intention of Congress, are consumption taxes, but consumption taxes of the most objectionable character, and the consumer is paying in some instances six or seven times as much
as he would have to pay under a straight, honest consumption
tax.
Now the Sales Tax is just that, a straight honest consumption tax, direct and open, and all paid by the consumer.
One of the first questions one hears from anyone to
whom the Sales Tax is proposed (from one who has not given
the matter any thought) is, "Does it not place the burden on
tax-exem- pt

the

low-inco-

man?"

et

to California 6T)

Trip

An Outing in New Mexico's Pine-Cla- d
Hills
A Vacation Visit to the "Old Home Back East"
To provide vacation opportunities for those who otherwise might be denied the
pleasure and benfit of change and rest, The Albuquerque Daily and Sunday
Herald has arranged to provide a round-tri- p
ticket to Los Angeles, San Diego' and
the ocean beaches of Southern California (Pullman and meals enroute included)
for every person in New Mexico, young or old, who turns in forty (40) annual
subscription to The Daily and Sunday Herald.

paid-in-advan- ce

For those who prefer an outing in the pine-cla- d
hills of New Mexico; or
a vacation trip" back to the old home," The Herald will provide an amount equal
to the total cost of the California trip offered above; upon receipt of forty (40)
subscriptions to The Daily and Sunday Herald.

paid-in'advan- ce

This Offer is Open to Every
No matter

1

First of all, it is not a burden. The tax is to small that
nobody feels it. It is added to the pirce ox things, and not
collected trom the purchaser as a tax; so that it is not a nuis.
ance tax like the fifty-on- e
sales taxes in the present law (of
the
ice cream, and movie-tickvariety.)
It is not a burden because it removes the many times
greater burdens produced by taxes, and which the consumer
is now bearing.
It is not a burden, because the amount which would be
added to the cost of things would be inconsiderable not on
the average 312 per cent. For instance on a pair of men's
shoes retailing at $7.00 the one per cent tax added at each
stage from raw material to finished product would increase
the price only 24 cents :
Tax at 1 per cent.
1.
Raw hide, raw materials, etc
$1.56
$.0156
2. Tanner sells leather for
2.82
.0282
3. Leather and findings as sold
3.13
.0313
4.
Manufacturer sells pair of shoes to
3.88
.0388
jobber
5.
Jobbber sells to the retailer.
4.67
.0467
6. Retailer sells to consumer
7.00
.0700
soda-wate- r,

Do You Want

at the post office at Reserve,

Carter,

IT

t

NEW MEXICO

Citizen of New Mexico

where you live; if your home is within the boundaries of New Mexico, this offer of a

ou Can Have Your Vacation Trip in
Return For A Few Hours Work In Spare Time
It's easy

to sell the Herald, because

it's

New Mexico's best

make it all the easier for you, we've arranged
The Herald, at no additional cost, a

for

you

to

daily and Sunday newspaper.
offer

with each annual

But to

subscription

to .

subscription to

Pictorial Review.The Foremost Magazine for the Home

Don't Delay Your Action On This OpportunityClip and Mail This Coupon Today
(COUPON)

'

Subscription Department
The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Send me a book of vacation trip order blanks
cation offer.
(Name)

and full information

about your

va-

(Town)
(Write name plainly)

(Give R. R., P. O. Box or Street No.)

Total tax
.$2306
Or 3.3 per cent of the retail price.
Would the pair of shoes still continue to sell for $7.00,
or for, say, $7.23? That would depend upon the competition.
The effect of the sales tax in any case is seen to be negligible.
On other articles the percentage is similarly low. On clothes
it is 2.61 per cent, on beef 2.25 per cent, on pork 1.87 per cent,
on bread 2 per cent (or less than one sixth of a cent per loaf),
etc., etc.
The higher income people would pay more under the
Sales Tax than those of moderate means, because they spend
more, but they would rarely, of course, pay as much in proporLut us supply your stationery needs
tion. The income tax, however, would equalize that, and provide for tax payment in proportion to wealth.
We do all kinds of commercial Printing
We are facing an emergency. The vast amount needed
to run the government heritage of the war can not be raised
AND DO IT RIGHT
under the present system. The endeavor to make profitable
business stand the excessive burden has resulted in commercial
stagnation, has swept capital out of buisness, strangled enterprise, and fostered unemployment. It has been a distressing
failure, and the whole burden of taxation has fallen on the con
sumer .
A fair and wide distribution of the burden in such a
way that it will not be felt must be substituted. The Sales
Tax is the only kind of tax which fills the requirements in
every particular.
The objection that the burden is borne by the
man is absolutely indefensible. The chief merit of the
Sales Tax is the chief argument of the opponents. The Sales
Tax, as I have said, is a consumption tax, pure and simple.
But as I have said, for 150 years, from a Federal standpoint,
this country never had anything" else except consumption taxes.
bill will prohibit our buyThis problem of taking the burden avu-y- from business tariff
We raised $1,000,000,000 a year (and it is not hard to rememthat are
ing
Europe's
ber the first billion dollar Congerss), entirely and exclusively is purely and simply up to the American business men. If he to be assessedproducts
on the ad valoris
to
will
in
What
the
world
taxes.
the
easiest
question
study
study:
by consumption
em basis.
There were the customs collected at our ports; they a sales tax and does he want it? And when he decides that he
0
were tne excise taxes added on the purchases ot tobacco and does want it, and goes out to get it, then the burden will be THE LITERARY LID IS OFF
he
same
not
Or
the
does
lifted.
has
if
he
were
tax
kind
of
that was paid indirectly by
opportunity
liquor; they
get it,
every
the ultimate consumer, and they raised $1,000,000,000, and eighteen months from now that he had last November, of sendSome of our story writers
are running riot with their
ing somebody to Washington who will give it to nim.
nobody complained.
And that the business men of this country are already similies. Here are a few we
Nobody in the street cars, or in railroad smoking cars,
ever had a neighbor speak to him about taxation and its draw well posted on this question is shown by the result of the United gather in our late reading:
backs. No business man ever complained that he could not States Chamber of Commerce recent refrendum on the Sales
"Her lips quivered like a
raise all the money he needed in his business because taxation Tax. That result was a clear, unequivocal expression, in favor light auto."
had driven money into hiding where business could not get it. of the sales tax, by an overwhelming majority of the beat busi"He edged nearer t ) her unIt is only when we raise our money through
til he was almost as close as
ness minds of the country in every part of the country.
taxes that money can not hide from taxation. The amount
Sales Tax does not work any ui justiiro to the low. the air in the subwav."
of money that this country needs, placed at $4,000,000,000 in income The
"But his mind, like her face,
man: It takes the crushing pressure of taxes off of
proportion to the $1,000,000,000 that was raised by the first business, and distributes the burden so widely, in such dimin- was made up."
r
"Her hair dropped, on her
Congress is almost negligible. If we compare ished percentages upon each individual, t'.iai: it becomes no
the present volume of business of this country, if we compare
pallid cheek li ve seaweed on
a burden, and is not either seen or felt.
longer
the wealth of the country and the number of
millionAbove all, it allows industry to function normally again, a clam."
"He gazed anxieusly at her
aires, with the same statistics of that day, presen.t-da- y
figures and unless this is done there can be no prosperity.
are in almost every respect fourfold.
face, the way a person in a
Why, therefore should $4,000,000,000 today be such a THE FORDNEY TARIFF BILL that will tend to exclude impor- taxi gazes at the face of the
terrific burden when $1,000,000,000 was not at that, time? It
tations of foreign manufac- meter."
is because of the method of raising it.
It is generally conceded that ture, as such a measure will
Boston Transcript.
The government collected $6,000,000,000 of taxes in a tariff for revenue, as well as not produce revenue, and will
0
1919, and I am very sure that the people were taxed $15,000,-000,00- 0 one for a reasonable protection surely bring ruin and disaster
Church Notice
if we
in order that the government might get $6,000,000,-00- of the standards of living of to American industries
At the resbyterian church on
I cannot prove this, but it has been reliably, ascertained American labor, has always re don't buy from Europe, Europe Sunday
morning Mrs. S. , will
that 23.2 per cent was added to the cost of things by the pre- sulted in great prosperity for cannot buy from us. We have sing for the offertory solo,
sent method of taxation, and that costs the consumer paid in this country.
the gold. We must buy Euro- Ten Thouasnd Times Ten
full.
We are interested in a tantf pe's products to enable her to Thousand." Mr. C
will he
Now the merit of a sales tax is that every cent that is that protects American indus- pay for what she needs and heard in thee Mendelsohn aria,
We are opposed, how- buys here. The American Va- "It Is Enough."
charged to the ultimate consumer for taxation will go to the try.
government.
We say it is!
ever, to any tariff measure luation Plan in the Fordney

PRINTING?
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billion-dolla-
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cation with traveling expenses paid, is at your command.
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Cotton has jumped
cts to about
cts per pound

From 10
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THt UNIVERSAL CA&

Our low prices on finished cotton

are genuine values

to-d-

ay

Not Puihlng Himself.
"Did you Interview many prominent
people while you were In Washing'
ton?"
"Why, no," replied the modest citi
zen. "I remarked to a rather Imposing doorkeeper that I thought It was
a hot clay, to which he agreed, but the
only other Important person I con
versed with during my stay was
hotel

Ford Prices
Drop

clerk."

Liar.
"There's always one time when you
cnn be sure a man Is not telling the
truth."
"When Is thatr
"When he tells a friend either that
he had forgotten that he had lent
him money, or had forgotten that he
had borrowed some. Those are incl.
dents no one ever forgets."

Mail Orders Solicited

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

?
Theee Prices
F. 0. B.
Detroit.

Definition.

Baldwin Brothers
Incorporated

If you are ailing

"What is four idea of a true states
man T'
"A true statesman," replied Senator
Sorghum, "Is a man who feels the
pulse of the people and then prescribes
what he honestly believes Is good for
them Instead of prescribing a patent
medicine In which he is Interested.

Store. Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
you need is carried in stock.
v

We also have a full line of patent medicines,, Toilet

L

J

J.'R.

GAUNT,

Cashier

RESERVE STATE BANK

$35,000.00

and Demountable Rims

995.00

me.

Truck, Pneumatic Equipment

Had It Before.
"This stage beauty is a haughty
creature."
"Her hauteur is not acquired,
though."
"No?"
"She was a salesperson before a musical comedy scout found her."

LEGAL NOTICE

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
Incorporated

Magdalena, New Mexico

City Host That's nothing to brag
about. I know two or three fellows
living right here in Boston who've
been through it

It is

self-evide-

nt

that the people

of Catron county, the new subdivision of the state of New

Clear ae Mud.
Soma folks aat to live, they ear,
And others live to eat.
But I am ust the other war
My yatem can't be beat
Couldn't Live Up to It.
"Why did you take down that 'Do
It Now' sign hanging over your desk?"
"I couldn't stand the way bill collectors looked at It wheu I told them to
cull around tomorrow," replied the
sensitive and impecunious citizen.

Setting Him Right.
"Ha, woman I" he exclaimed, sitting
up suddenly iu bed, "I have found you
out."
"Oh, no!" she said as she continued
accumulating the change, "you we the
one that's out."
"Pa, the Sunday school lesson is
about Noah and we've got to tell what
the story teaches us."
"It teaches us that we should all
provide something for a rainy day,
my son."

Just Like a Man.
see none o' them
Mr. Tlinseed-- I
women statues has any clothes on.
His Wife ths.ii statues are more'n
of said expe aditure your Interest in said claim will become the 2,000 years old I s'pose you think
a woman's clothes ought to last
property of the undersigned, accordto
case
the Statutes in such
ing
made and provided.
A Frequent Effect.
Geo. A. Durborow,
"Never make up your mind until you
IKogoIlon, N. M. nave lizard both sides of a story."
"Sometimes that leaves you more
First Publication Sep. 10, 1921.
perplexed than ever. Any man will tell
you that who has ever done Jury
FREW Bl
duty."
one-ha- lf

Notice is here given to Louis Graand any person or persons cjalra
ing title from him to any portion of
lie Grand Central Mining Claim sit- ated In the Cooney Mining District,
Catron County, New Mexico, that the
undersigned exepended the full sum
of $100.00 on said claim in November 1920, in performing the annual
assessment work for 1920 and duly
Undertaking; Parlors
EMBALS ETH'G
recorded a Proof of Labor thereof.
C. C. KILL ISHSEB
ii, wumn so aays irom aate 01 me
Funeral IMreotor
first Dublication of this notice vou
Manager
11 to
KaeaaUna N. U
pay me, at address below your Teephone 110
mas

445.00

Two or Three.
I went
Country Cousin Well,
through your beautiful statehouse

The Moral.

Respectfully solicits the business of residents of the new county.
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our customers consistent with safe, conservative banking methods.

420.00

Self-Stait- er

How He Described It
De Style I saw Miss Hlflyer at the
opera, and she had on a fairy dress
made of very flimsy material.
Gunbusla Chiffon?
De Style Well er no It seemed
more like chlff off.

Capital and Surplus

and Demountable Rim3

Coupt,

MUST HAVE AN

s.

er

660.00

t

Vice-Pre-

Self-Start-

and Demountable Rims

"Can yeu get your wife to economize."
"8ometlmee. All depende on how
we arc going to blow the money wt
save."
ABB ALEXANDER,

325.00

Self-Start- er

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE

A. KIEHNE, President.

Runabout, Standard

Sedan,

Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found

date Pharmacy.

450.00

Gave It Up, Anyway.
She (pouting) You said two years
ago, before we were married, that
you'd go through Are and water for

didn't I J

And that is what you will always find at this Drug

$355.00

Touring, self starter and Demountable Rims

Runabout,

He I guess you misunderstood me,
I probably said I would give
dear.
up firewater for you, and I did,

You want Pure Drugs

in an up to

Touring, Standard

Birds.

"When the pie was opened the birds
began to sing."
"I know, I've been one of those
blras at a banquet."

Mexico, will want to. know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official

news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the

new county to

Subscribe Now
i

FOR THE

Reserve Advocate
With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will

canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico

THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO
MOTHER! CLEAN
CHILD'S

The Pipe

BOWELS WITH

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue is coated, or if your child
is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
or has colic, give a teaspoonful to
cleanse the liver and bowels. In a few
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly it works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste out of
the bowels, and you have a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child tomorrow. Ask your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup" which has
directions for babies and children of
ill ages printed on bottle. Mother!
You must say "California" or you may
get an Imitation fig syrup.

ids mro (hntfws:
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The upper classes In Japan do not
frequent the movies.

And Easy Chair
In almost every home, there's on
place sacred to the bead of the house
where he is accustomed to settle down
and take his comfort.
There is a big, comfortable chair a
Morris chair, or some sort of an upholseat such
stered,
as used to be called an easy chair.
near
the
fireplace.
It's usually lodged
At any rate, it's always stationed at
just about the most comfortable spot
In the house.
And right near at hand you inevitably find what?
Pipes and tobacco, don't you?
Men are likely to be just as
as they are
They know that rest is necessary to
renew their powers. They know that
after a pipeful and a short rest in the
old easy chair, their minds work more
clearly; they can think things out that
baffled them no little during the pressure and confusion of the day. And so
they take their comfort, wisely take it.
his
And so
pipe and tobacco have become
tickets of adre

g.

mission to a

man's comfort
as nothing be-

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper
Thousands

upon

thousands

have kidney or bladder

mrt

MA

1

I

lunpect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause, the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
Hut hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
Many solid for a sample bottle to see what
t,
Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and
bladder medicine, will do for them. By
enclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive sample eize bottle by Parcel Post.
You can
Diirchase medium and large size bottles at
ill drug stores.
Advertisement.

rev

Also,
Suslmnd's
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of tin- - Air Industry.
This is ( minim's slumui tliese iluys.
r.i'cunsi! tills onti'nirisiiiK
Wliy?
Ni'liniskn city of 2llO,(KM pcoplu will
stiitri- - Novciii'bi'i'

5

the First

s
Aero Congress. This
Is Omahu's own iilon nnd the
o
In splt
city lms ciirrk'd it out,
-

,.ia

.rflltcr.
The purposes of the congress "re praiseworthy.
The confess Itself Is likely to l.e of great

for
One purpose Is to bring the flyers together
the first since the World War. Anwith
other is to show everything In connecllon
of the
miMtlim, in order to Interest the people
unllon In living. A third is to form a national
Amernlr body for the advancement of aviation In
for
ica. The big purpose Is: "Aviation supreme
America."
The formation of a national air body appears
to he well under way, through preliminary organie
sations In the states. At this writing twenty-fivconthe
of
state
organizations
are
forming
stales
gress and will be represented by delegates.
That there is necessity for the formation of such
a body seems hardly open to argument. Itudyanl
"We are
Kipling, years ago. wrote of aircraft:
at Ibe opening verse of the opening page of the
We have read
chapler of endless possibilities."
far beyond that now and the march of events
forces us to keep on turning the leaves, If we
In the forefront of the proour
would
hlu reunion,

keep

41-

place

cession of the nations.
In he opinion of those who seem best qualified
to know, Ibe Tutted Stales has not kept abreast
with oilier countries in the development of aviaof
tion, especially In Ihe matter of development
For example, the best we can show In
airways.
the wiiy of a trnnsconlliieiitiil route Is that following the' general line of Cleveland, Chicago. Omaha,
Kcno and San Francisco. The experts declare it
to be not more than 40 per cent complete In organization.
An essential of the success of big business Is
Imagine, if you can, what the part
Imagination.
of aviation in the life of the nation will be five
men of
years from now. It Is no wonder that
targe alTairs want the organization of a national
nlr body and want It noiv.
Omaha's slogan was Inspired by the Aero Club
of m:,i,.h :m organization of 100 former pilots
ini observers of the World War. Nevertheless,
nil the city is talking aviation these days. Three
months ago. of course, It was not so. Omaha was
do more enthusiastic over aviation than any other
cil.v. When its citizens heard an airplane droning
overhead they gazed skyward for a moment. Otherwise they were uninterested.
Then Kiirl W. I'orter, president of the Aero
Club of Omaha, conceived the Idea of the congress nnd went to work on It. Now aviation is in
the blood of the citizens. They talk of the many
aces.
phases of air travel with the nonchalance of
In other cities the people may call anything that
traverses the air an airship. But not so In Omnha ;
they rightly use the word aircraft. Do you hear
Well, hardly. Omaha knows
blimp In Omnha?
that blimp Is not only slang, but obsolete slang,
whereas people In other cities are still applying
the word Indiscriminately to all balloons, rigid
craft.
nr.d nonrlgld nlrsblps and llghter-than-a- ir
Yon never catch an Omahan these days saying
hydroplane when he means seaplane; he knows
that the former never leaves the water. And yon
flod Mm correctly using airplane, seaplane and
e
and
airship Instead of aeroplane, hydro-aeroplandirigible. You may even overhear a conversation
In short, everyone
bout the captive helicopter.
in Omaha appears to be enthusiastic about aviation In general and the coming congress In par-

ticular.
President Porter went to his fellow cJuhmen.
They Indorsed his Idea and his plans and pledged
their support. They also fixed on him as the logical head of the movement and be was du.lv made

president of tiie congress, lie accepted the position, turned over bis business alTairs to bis parti.er
and went to work. The tirst step was to get
twenty-fivOmnha business men to back the
project for $1,(WK) each. This was easily done.
It was also easy to get the Indorsement of all
A
Omaha
business nnd social organizations.
speakers' bureau was formed to educate the
Arrangements to raise funds for financing the
congress were made. Attention was then turned
to the preparation of a program worthy of the
e

cltl-ten-

occasion.

Incidentally It became necessary to provide a
landing field large enough to stage the program.
A little thing like this, however, did not deter the
air men, who located n farm of 130 acres showing
possibilities as n Held, although It was uneven and
contained JoO large trees.
A "field day" was duly announced, nnd the air
men nnd their friends rolled up their sleeves and
with the assistance of two Holt caterpillar tractors donated for the occasion, pulled the trees and
leveled the land.
An open drainage ditch traversed the center of
the fleJd. which lies on the edge of one of the
residence districts, only fifteen minutes' ride from
the heart of Omnha. The city council was Induced
to vote unanimously to build a covered sewer
So the
through the field at n cost of $21.1X10.
problem of a Hying field was satisfactorily solved.
In the meantime, nn ofllce force was busy mailing thousands of invitations and pamphlets to
the nlr men and celebrities, such as I'resident
Harding, Marshal Focb. Orvllle Wright, Glenn
Curtiss and Judge K. M. I.andis.
The giaduates of Fort Omaha balloon school,
the center of America's wartime ballooning, were
Invited for their first reunion.
Squadrons and
escadrilles of flyers were asked to bold their first
American aces
reunions In Omaha. The
were invited, as well as everyone else Interested
In aviation.
The aid of Kansas City was enlisted In sending
the American Legion convention delegates on to
The Indorsements of nnlintml headquarOmaha.
ters of the American Legion, of the Aero Club of
America, of the World's Hoard of Aeronautical
Commissioners and of the Aircraft Manufacturers'
of
Association were obtained. The
the Army and Navy air headquarters was asked
for nnd received.
The railroads helped out by offering a fnre and
a half rate for the round trip from all parts of
Outzon ISorglum, world
the country to Omaha.
famed sculptor, offered a commemorative medal
design symbolical of the work of the American
James
nlr man during the war, as bis "bit."
Ilanley, song writer of New York, wrote a special
song praising the work of the flyers, to be sung
for the first time tit the congress.
In preparing Its program, Omnha had a piece
of rare good luck right at the outset. As everyone knows, the Pulitzer Trophy Itnce became the
world's most famous nlr event with Its first running In November of J920 at Mltchel Field, New
York, under the auspices of the Aero Club of
Army, eight
America. There were twenty-fivNavy, seven Marine Corps and one civilian entrants in the contest. The winner was Lieut. C.
C. Mosely of the Army air service, who flew 132
machine at nn average
miles in a
speed of 178 miles an hour. The Army won seven
of the first ten places In the contest and the Navy
two. There were 30,000 spectators, including celebrities from all walks of life.
Well, the Pulitzer Trophy Race for 1921 had
had
ben scheduled for Detroit, but difficulties canarisen and the Aero Club of America had
celled the race for the year. Omaha stepped In
and offered the necessary funds. In consequence,
the first announcement on the program Is this:
"The First International Aero Congress announces the second annual aerial contest for the
Pulitzer Trophy, In connection with the first con-fifty-tw-
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a

woman's face may be her
misfortune.

3YED HER BABY'S COAT,
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS

.

In'er-nntlom-

olistumany apparently Insuperable
m ti.p nolnt where success is
claim-nil- !
In consequence, Omnliu Is proudly
assured
to he America's most progressive aviation

to

--

of women

trouble and never

lip

fore or since.
The pipe and
easy chair are
necessary. So is
one other thing.
A man must

have the kind
of tobacco

that

absolutely suits
his taste.
If you hap
lack
this, it may be Edgeworth.
pen to
You be judge and jury and allow us
to submit our case. There will be no
appeal from your judgment.
Simply write down on a postcard
your name and address together with
that of the local dealer supplying your
smoking needs. By the next mail we'll
send to you postpaid generous samples
of Edgeworth Tobacco in both forms
Plug Slice and
Edgeworth Plug Slice is pressed into cakes, then cut by sharp knivSnto
very thin, moist slices. Rub a slice
between the hands. It makes an average pipeload.
is ready
d
Edgeworth
to pour right into your pipe. It packs
nicely, and burns freely to the very
bottom of your pipe, getting better
and better.
When the mail brings Edgeworth to
you give one of your pipes a thorough
over and load it to the brim with
foing
Drop into the little old
easy chair, stretch out, letting your
feet rest high or low, and light up.
now you know
Puff - puff - puff
whether or not Edgeworth is the pipe
tobacco absolutely suited to your
Ready-Rubbe- d.

Ready-Rubbe-

s
Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
directions so simple any woman an
lye or tint her old, worn, faded things
taste.
Even if she has never dyed before,
lew.
You can decide with your first pipeful.
test for the Aero Club of Oinahii Trophy and also die can nut a new, rich color into shabby
If it isn't exactly what you want,
other aerial events. Sanctioned by the Aero Club ikirts, dresses, waists, coats, Blockings,
you're out one cent, spent for a postcoverings, draperies, hangings,
card.
But if it is well, you're likely
of America under the rules of the Federation iweaters,
iverything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
to feel that you never invested a cent
Aeronnutlqitp Internationale nnd those of the First linel then perfect home dyeing is guar-inteeto better advantage.
Just tell your druggist whether
To be conducted
International Aero Congress.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
;he material you wish to dye is wool or
at Omaha Field, Omaha, Nebraska, U. S. A, lilk,
rs.
is
or
suit the needs and means of all
or whether it
linen, cotton,
November 3, 4 nnd 5, lfCt."
nixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streakj
Both Edjpworth Plue SHm
free-for-aconll
are
The Pulitzer Trophy Kace is a
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubb- ed
ipot, fade or run. advertisement.
packages,
test for high-speeairplanes. The distance Is
packed in small,, pocket-siz- e
as
and
rock
handsome
have
tin humidors,
Some
many in
glass
crystals
approximately loO miles, five times around a
jars, and also in various handy
closed course of 30 miles, from Omaha Field, thence is 300 different sides.
quantities.
northwest to a captive balloon on railroad track
For the free samples upon which we
north of Calhoun, Nebraska, thence east to a
In
One
yeur
request
judgment, address Larus
Love-lan& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
captive- balloon on the southern outskirts of
Twenty-Eig- ht
All
Field.
Omnha
return
to
thence
Iown,
Street, Richmond, Va.
years ago
Jane, Mo. "Twenty-eig- ht
To Retail Tobacco Merchanlt-- 11
pilots must hold an aviator's license, issued by
in very poor health, having
jobber cannot supply you with
the Federation Aeronnutique Internationale nnd I was measles
your
when my oldest child
of taken the
Larus cV Brother ComEdgeworth,
duly entered upon the competitor's register
All airplanes may was one month old. My blood was out
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
the Aero Club of America.
of order and I also had inflammation
carton
parcel post a one- - or two-dozcompete with pilot only. The Fulltzer Trophy, of the womanly
of any size of Plug Slice or Ready-Rubb- ed
organs and bladder.
York
given by Ilnlph Pulitzer, editor of the New
for the same price you would
I doctored witli the best doctor I
silver trophy, to be raced for knew
World, is a four-foof, but gradually grew worse nntil
pay the jobber.
s
two
ye-irthe
trophy
I
heard
able
do
I
winning
to
wasn't
annually. Any flyer
anything.
In addition, these of Doctor Pierce's medicines so got a
In succession may keep it.
PARKER'S
'
of
Medical
Golden
:
bottle
$2,000;
Discovery '
offered
$3,000;
second,
UAIP AI 1AM
are
First,
prizes
one of ' Favorite Prescription,'
Remove
and
third, $1,000.
Reitore Color and
I immediately commenced to
t:vent No. 2, set for 3 p. m. Thursday, Is nn and
Baaaty to Grar and Faded Hair
three bottles
After
improve.
taking
ns
follows:
TTIwnTChfm.Wk8. t'atchogue. H. T.
acrobatic contest, with cash prizes
of each I was able to do light houseFirst, $i"i0; second, $1.T0; third, $100. It is a work and felt like a different person
Cal- HINDERCORNS
RmmOm,
of
free-for-uensures
comfort to ttia
contest for all types airplanes. The a very smalt expense compared with louoea, eta., stops ell peia lfto.
or at Drup
mall
hy
valklne
makes
feet,
e&y.
contest will he decided on points and the points what I had been paying the doctor.
flsto. Ulsoox Chemical Works, PatoiwKUe, M. Y.
will be given as follows: Iinmelmman turns, 15; Since then I have always used these
in
Mrs'.
medicines
my family."
I
barrel rolls, 15; falling Jenves, ?,); loops, 20;
Charles Shahkb.
Will deal with owners
for aalRble farms.
vertical reversements, 15: tail spin, 15.
10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel
Send
and casb price.
Event No. 3, set for Friday at 10 n. m., Is a In Buffalo, N. Y for a trial package of only. Ulve description
11. M. I KKK1NS
Colombia, Mo.
commercial
UldK.
of
510
all
Guitar
for
aicouoi.
his
of
commercial
remedies, jno
types
derby
ny
planes. The distance is approximately 250 miles.
Starting at Omaha Field, contestants! will fly to
Des Moines, Iowa, land on Curtiss Field and return to Omaha Field. The prizes are: First,
$2,000; second, $1,000; third, $500. The contest
will be decided on points.
Event No. 4, set for Friday nt 10:45 n. m.. Is
race, with prizes aggregating $475,
a free-for-aOrioles with Curopen 'to ,TN4's,
tiss OX5 motor, Canucks and other planes with a
disspeed of from 60 to 75 miles nn hour. The
tance Is approximately 00 miles.
Event No. 5, set for Friday at LjaO p. m., Is a
free-for-arace, with prizes aggregating $475, open
to planes with a speed of from 75 to 90 miles an
hour. The distance is approximately 90 miles.
Event No. 0, set for Friday nt,3:30 p. m., Is a
parachute lumping contest, with prizes aggregnt.
or more
Uig $350. The Jump Is from 1,000 feet
and the winner is the contestant who lands closest
to a given mark on the field.
COME TO THE
Event No. 7, set for Saturday at noon, ts a race
for o trophy, with cash prizes aggregating $2 625,

Used

Family For

Years

Have Cash Buyers

It Is a closed handicap, open to all machines. The
distance Is approximately 150 miles.
Event No. 8, set for Saturday at 2 :30 p. m., Is
a bombing contest, open to Army and Navy, planes
only. The first prize is a gold cup and the second
a silver cup.
Inasmuch as the congress is to arouse interest
in flying and stimulate the development of commercial flying, the program thus contains events
for diversified types of aircraft. The Intention Is
to attract a varied field of entries to compete for
prizes to be awarded for desirable airplane performance us well as for high speed.
A feature of the congress will be a
row of various types of airplanes lined up In front
of the grandstand, with exhibits of accessories.
Actual airplane construction will be shown.
For the entertainment of the crowds the great
aerial spectacle, "The Bombing of Courcelay,"
will be shown, with 100 costumed people In the
cast and a model of the French village set up on
the field. Parades, banquets, boxing contests and
a variety of other functions round out a most
attractive program for three days and three nights,
half-mil- e

International Aero Congress
1921
Omaha, Nebraska

November 3, 4,

5,

In aviation
If you want to take part In an event unparalleled
and hold you spellbound
that will-o irrtp your attention
It will be the talk of the
hat
so
sigantlo-telaboratesomething
Noworld come to Omaha for the first International Aero Congress,

vember 3, 4 and 5.
THE BIGGEST, MOST SPECTACULAR AIR EVENT EVER HELD
every detail.
The program for this Aero Congress ! complete Inwill
be on exengineers
Score of aircraft from the world's greatest
g
hibit, and take part In the attention-grippinALTITUDE TESTS
AIR RACES
AIR DERBIES
PARACHUTE DROPS
BALLOON ASCENSIONS
STUNTS, SPRINTS, CLIMBS
THE BOMBING OP A FRENCH VILLAGE
MORE THAN 10,000 IN CASH PRIZES
s,
banquets, "unions, boxingSpecial entertainment par-de- of dances,
your time will be enjoyed.
exhibltlom. etc. Every mlnut,
CREATIONS
IMMENSE EXHIBIT OF THE LATEST AIRCRAFT
blimps, passenger
planes, flying boats, balloons,
battle
Shfps-Svto
Plan
purohaee your
shown.
be
,
will
'typt of aircraft
erjl
during the congress.
airplane and air equipment REUNION
MEN
OF AIR
GRAND
Thousands of flyer, will be in pmahs for the form a national air
help
former
See
the world.
your
body for the advancement of aviation.

CBf

AERO CLUB OF OMAHA, Omaha,

Nebraska
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OUR WASTEFUL HABITS
visit
tnat our peuinc
shamefully wasteful, and ding away
money without any apparent thought
of the proverbial rainy day.
Whether these alien commenters
have penetrated deeply Into the subject is not definitely known, but judgaverments,
ing from their
assuming at times a form of caustic
criticism, there is doubtless more
truth in tho matter than we suspect.
It is not without a pang of regret
a ruffling of our pride, perhaps that
we Americans, who are disposed to
conditions with unbiased
analyze
minds, reluctantly admit that our English cousins are right.

mit ma uirui o.
We lead In this as
WAV1NU
MAIU'KI.
all other
Charles Hair & Beauty
Shop. 410 16th St.. Denver. Colo.

America,

lln.

FI.OWRUS

IS frequently remarked Dy
Englishmen who

IT

SPICE

CO,,

Park Floral

By DOUGLAS

OCCASIONS.
FOR Al.l.
Co.. 1643 Broadway.

JEWEI.HY CO. Diamond!, watchea. allverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 187i.
TOB NEW YORK PLKATJNG CO.
hr bMt plaatlnt. hrautltcblm.
loi bol. flrlu (r eautlof. 1628 Stoat. Daw, Ma.
BOIIM-AM.E- N

MALLOCH
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WHY NOT TELL HER SO?
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LYRICS OF LIFE

By F. A. Walker

SBOADWAT

Ciiiiiw
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
26 Sixteenth Street. Denver. Colorado.
i.M.wt. .Prlfra on mnlfl.Coffes
L
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Coupltu Informal!.

MEW MEXICO

RESERVE,

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

11

III t Mill.

ADVOCATE,

COUltSE you love her Just the
same
Hi
of
Imnm'tnllf
nart
fnrm
thHfrlnu
As when at first yon wed,
mil- - tmlrltmil hill nf fnrp. 80 that In
so hot a flame,
the end we may be robust of body Perhaps with not
Hut still the coals are red.
and soul, sound of purse, unafraid of
new-mad- e
blaze Is bright with
landlords and in position In old age The
heat
to accept all the vagaries of life with
And ruddy with desire ;
supreme confidence and complacency.
But time shall give you something
tcopyi-igm.- j
O
sweet
1'euce, and the quiet fire.

THE CHEERFlL CHERUB

invite ne to parties
tnd lvncheon wvq xet
VKenl rrsuck prefer old
They

U. S. Gasoline Consumption.
And they're
Washington, D. C A continuation
of the decline In the production and
sure trvti lve rve.a
rVwl time.
supply of gasoline is maicateo. Dy a
statistical statement just Issued' by the
Trc.t I Ktvervt
United States Bureau of Mines, in
We recognize that we have many
which It Is shown that the nation's
constantly setting a bad
spendthrifts,
dervy
stock of this fuel on July 81 amounted example to the young, that they are
to 684,236,695 gallons as compared extravagant and decidedly foolish.
with a supply of 750,644,450 gallons at ' Money is poured out like water, as
the beginning of July.
though, like Topsy, "It just growed."
There Is consolation, however, In
Gasoline was produced to the amount
the
thought that these profligates
of 419,641,815 gallons in July by 299
come mostly from the ranks of the
caa
dally
petroleum refineries, having
newly rich and thoughtless Inheritors.
pacity of 1,721,550 barrels of oil. This
They have no Idea of tne stern
is a decrease from June of eleven
realities of life, nor the long dragging
plants and 38,225 barrels of dully ca- years of Incessant labor and
that are necessary for a working
pacity.
or professional man to accumulate
The daily average production of gasBy JESSIE
for old
oline for July was 13,536,833 gallons, even a moderate competency
0
age.
which is a decrease from June of
These people congregate where the
gallons per day. This Is, however,
WANT SUCCESS?
music
flows, Where the tables are DO YOU
over
the
an increase of 196,542 gallons
and
smile
dainties.
with
They
heaped
daily average production for the year
YOU want to make a success of
backbite, puff themselves up like frogs
1920.
naturbusiness life, or do you put
fall
and
your
They
recklessly.
spend
to
common
second to having a good
Exports of gasoline for July amountis
which
that
state
a
into
ally
ed to 27,382,798 gallons; shipments to
Don't complain if you can't
time?
kind.
their
Insular possessions were 2,030,398 galIf we could follow them through have both. The girl who runs around
lons; imports were 1,127,704 gallons; their Improvident course to the end, from party to party Is not going to get
and the domestic consumption amountwe would find them in pitiable plights, to her work in the best state for doing
her body
ed to 457,758,078 gallons.
repentant and likely as not homeless. It well. Her mind Is not clear,
Is not alert. She Is tired.
For the month of July the dally avAre you willing to do the uninteresterage production of gas and fuel oils
The necessity of conserving time
was 1,500,000 gallons smaller than the ahd money ought now he Impressed ing part of your job well, or do you
ih It? Every
production of June. Stocks of these upon all of us with considerable more slur what you don't :ike
succeed
"oils were Increased during the month stress than it has been in the recent job has its grind side. But to
while
of June by approximately 20,000 noo past, and particularly upon the In- you must make that grind worth
the
of
is
price
well.
It
It
part
men
women.
and
doing
by
considerate young
gallons.
Let high thinking, hard work and you pay for success.
Germany to Send France Material,
Wiesbaden. An agreement whereby
the German government is to deliver
to France within three years
cold marks' worth of building
materials was signed here by Louis
Locheur, French minister In the liber.
,
5
ated regions and Walter Rathenau,
1
of
reconstruction
German, minister
Coue, cityf
ut.
i,vt in
.
The signing consummates a tentative
fcac
Scara.- - ,
agreement drawn up by them last
September.

uws

the hetrt to
it

8M
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Of course you love her ns of old,
Your love she ought to know.
New loves burn hot, new loves turn
cold,
With all

the winds that blow.
But time shall bring the steady blaze,
The flume that never died;
Yea, time shall bring contented days,
The quiet ingleside.
Of course you love her as of yore
The years that you have shared
Have made you love her even more
Than ever you have cared.
Of course you love her just the same.
Tour love she ought to know
For time has brought the steady
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flame
But why not tell her so?
(Copyright. )
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THE GIRL ON THE JOB
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Man Convicted for Murder.
Marysville, Cal. Walter Loveless,
Marysvllle, was found guilty of murder in the second degree in connection with the slaying of John D. Kop-loformerly of Anderson, Ind. Jack
e
McGIII recently was convicted of
murder in the case and two
other persons remain to ho tried. It
Is charged Koplos was slain for his
lewelry, valued at $12,000.
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Bandits Loot Was $100,000.
Statement that
Los Angeles, Calif.
the loot obtained by the four bandits
substawho robbed a postofflce
tion here Sept. 10, exceeded $100,000,
coupled with the offer of a reward of
$20,000 for the arrest and conviction
of the men, was Issued by federal of-

ficials. This was the first estimate
of the loss in the robbery issued by
the government.

.

Assignment of Errors Filed.
Carson City, Nev. An assignment of
errors (n the District Court opinion of
Judge F. I Langan, in which a reopening of the Mary Flckford divorce
case was refused, was filed in the
State Supreme Court by Attorney General L. B. Fowler. The filing follows
the motion of the actress' ounsel to
dismiss the appeal of Fowler to the
Supreme Court.
Two Children Burned to Death.
Franklin, Neb. The two small sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Gardner, 4 and
8 years old, living fifteen miles south
of here across the Kansas line, were
burned to death when the barn In
which they were playing caught fire.
The parents were unaware of the fire
until it was too late to rescue the
Boy 14 Held for Murder.
Madison, N. J. Francis Kluxen, 14,
has been arrested charged with the

Janet Lawrence,
murder of
who was found strangled to death and
covered with knife wounds in the
Kluxen woods, near her home. Kluxen
was held for the grand jury.

Railroad Hearing to Reopen.
Washington. The Senate Interstate
Commerce committee will reopen Its
Investigation of the rallrond situation,
Oct. 13, it was announced by Senator
Cummins,
Bepublican, of Iown, the
committee chairman. Frank J. Warne,
statistician for the brotherhoods of
engineers, firemen, conductors and
trainmen, will be the first witness.
The railroad Inquiry was started May
10j but no hearings have been bold
during the past two months.
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HOW DO YOU

SATf

IT?

By C. N. LURIE

Errors in English
now to avoiu i ucm

Common

3

i

and

J

-

I

IJjpfJ Mother's

Rffi

Cook
Book

j

CONSIDERING

11

full."
(Copyright.)
O

The winds of lif
a voyage.
strong
From every point: yet each will speed
thy course along
If thou with steady hand when tempests
Life

IB

come

Courier-Journa-

ing gum.
You must keep in good physical condition if you want success. You need
Will aid
proper rest, enough sleep and healthful
food. You need exercise In the open
tho
of
fit
is
price
air. Keeping
purt
you must pay for success.
as
office
an
A number of girls regard
Their
n sort of matrimonial bureau.
first Idea Is to be fascinating to the
male element. But if that Is what you
are after, don't suy you want success
In your business, and don't be surprised if you see other girls who do
want success get advancement while
you stay put.
Success Is a big thing. The success
ful woman Is not afraid of losing her
Job. She knows that her work Is so
good that an employer will be lucky
WANTED TALC IS FOUND IN CANADA
to get her, or that, If she Is in busi LOVE TOKEN IS NOT
or
results.
ness for herself, she Is cure
Mineral
Largely Ueed
Resort "Bud" Advertises When Pin
But success Is not rM accident.
In Manufacture of Rubber
Owner Fails to Call for
(Copyright.)
.
Goods.
O
Frat Pin.

your appetite
and digestion, polish
your teeth and moisten
your throat.

The Flavor Lasts

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS
"GUILLOTINE."
to history as It
accepted, the
Instrument by which criminals
are automatically beheaded was
Invented by Joseph Ignace Guillotine, who was also the first victim of the machine. Outside of
the fact that Doctor Guillotine
neither Invented the apparatus
nor perished by it, the general
Impression of the matter Is fairly correct.
The original model for the
guillotine was constructed by a
named
German plano-mukSchmltt. under the direction of
Doctor Louis, a French surgeon,
who In turn obtained his Idea
from the mnnaju, a somewhat
similar instrument which had
been used in the Latin countries
for centuries. At first, the Invention was known as the
"Loulson," but, owing to the fact
that Doctor Guillotine waged
ceaseless, warfare upon the barbarities of the rack und the
wheel and continually urged the
adoption of this more humane
method of Inflicting death penalasty, his name was Indelibly
sociated with It. On March 2f,
the national assembly
1791!,
recompassed the resolution
mending the use of the machine
In nil French prisons and It was
In
publicly used a month later
the beheading of a prisoner
ACCORDING

Teissier.

named

Fur from perishing by the
which, despite his protests, was culled by his mime,
Doctor Guillotine died In Ids
bed In 1H14 having achieved a
vicarious fame which he did not
desire and to which he was not
entitled.

blow

(Copyright.)

Cans't keep thy course aright and never
once

let go.

T.

C.

Williams.

GOOD THINGS.

of a cupful of vlnegur. Pour
Into greased pans and pull when cool
flock
of
mother with a
Cut with a pair of shears
enough.
will be very popular with into lengths, wrap In a waxed paper.
with
them if they are served
'
the following:
Chocolate Caramel.
Butterscotch.
of 'butter
two
tublespoonfuls
Put
Take three cupfuls of brown sugar, Into a saucepan, add
cupful
of a cupful of water, two
each of milk and sugar and one cupful
of
of
butter,
tublespoonfuls
When boiling hot add
of molasses.
a tenspoonful of soda, a teaspoonful
four squares of chocolate and cook
suit.
of
a
few
and
of flavoring
grains
until brittle, when a bit is dropped In
Boll all together except the flavoring
Remove from the heat,
cold water.
when
ilropiied
until a thread Is formed
add one cupful of
three
minutes,
heat
butoff
Into
Tour
from a spoon.
ments and a tenspoonful of
walnut
tered pans, let Btnnd until cool enough vanilla.
Turn Into buttered pan and
to mark off Into squures.
mark in squares when coot enough.
Wrap each in paraffin paper.
HALLOWEEN

one-thir- d

THE

me-ha-

three-fourth- s

h

Molasses

Candy.

Boll together until brittle In water,
See It
In talk, as In other things, we might two cupfuls of niolusses, two
of "lutter, two cupfuls of
well let quality prevail over quantity.
brown sugar, one cupful of water and
-- LouUvIllo
Life aa

ROBERTS

vention,

the proper form
the plurals of such words ns
"spoonful," "cupful," ormful," etc.,
It must be borne In rolnd that the unit
considered is not the spoon, the arm,
the cup, etc.,; but the mnterinl that
fills the spoon, etc. Thus, the unit Is
the spoonful, not the spoon, and as
In
"spoonful" is the name of a thing
Itself, the proper form of the plural is
found by adding an "s" to the word
"spoonful," and not to the part of the
word "spoon."
. Of course, there are times when the
unit 'Is the spoon itself ; that is, when
two or more spoonB are filled. When,
for example, you have before you two
spoons filled with sugar, you should
say "two spoons full," and not "two
spoonfuls." But when you take a
spoon, fill It with sugar and empty
Into your coffee cup, and repent the
process, you have taken two "spoonfuls" of sugar, and not two "spoons

INof

flavored sugar
jacket around
flavored chew

In-

"SPOONFULS," ETC.

On Saturday night at the shore hotel where Florence spends the summer, cottagers and week enders appear on the ballroom floor for the
weekly dance. On these occasions
Florence dances with so many men
she can't rememler all their names.
It was after one of these Saturday
Bhe
night dances that Florence found
A
was wearing a fraternity pin.
ulond-halre- d
boy whom she had Just
met coaxed her to take the pin while

dttlng beneath the

moon.

Florence

ad paper:

"Young man with blond hair who
gave girl fraternity pin while sitting
by the sun dial during a dance at the
hotel last Saturday night will please
call for his pin." New York Sun.
Defined.

What Is a cellar?
New York
A brick pocket.

Booker

sonp-ston- e,

c

kept the pin for several days and
then became anxious over the owner's
failure to return for it. So she placed
ihe following advertisement in the lo-

Knicker

Cannda's more useful
minerals talc Is probably
the most adaptable and widely used,
entering Into the flnishng process of
some of the most common commodities.
Talc, sometimes designated
asbestos, french chalk, mineral pulp, talclay and verdollte, Is
found In Cape Breton and Inverness
counties In Nova Scotia; Frontenac,
Hastings, Leeds, Lennoc and Renfrew counties and Kenora district in
Ontario; Beauce, Brome and Megan-ticounties in Quebec, and in the
Leech river section of the Victoria
mining division of Britsh Columbia.
In color It ranges from white to
grayish green, while to the touch It
has a soft and apparently greasy or
slippery feeling. It Is a nonconductor of heat and electricity and Is resistant to most chemical action.
Its chief uses are a filler In the
finishing of a window blind cloth.'
Talc Is largely used In the manufacture of rubber goods.
Among

Herald.

Ask a truthful man his opinion and
are most thickly grouped the chances nre that he will hand you
something that you don't want.
In Guatemala and Java.
Volcanoes

The Man Who Said:
'The proof of the pudding
is in the eating"

was only

half through

He started a good pudding,
proof, but he didn't finish it.
There's a lot of trouble in
the world from puddings that
taste good but don't do good.
They "eat" well, but that
ends the recommendation,
Sanitariums are full of puddinwho 9toppedthetestat
taste and forgot to inquire wnetner
their food gave the body what it
needed until the body rebelled.
g-eaters

is a food that
good and does good. The
begins in the
proof of Grape-Nu- ts
on
and
through the
goes
eating
Grape-Nu- ts

tastes

splendid service which Grape-Nu-ts
renders as a real food.
is the perfected goodGrape-Nu- ts
ness of wheat and malted barley
delicious to taste, easy to di
gest, and exceptionally rich in
nourishment for body and brain.

I

l.

delicious

peppermint

How to Succeed How to Get Ahead
How to Make Good

self-deni-

;Si

"There's a Reason" for
Copyright,

19X1,

Western

N.owmapsr

Unloa

Grape-Nut- s
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Reserve Items
CONDITION

STATEMENT SHOWING
OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

Loam and Discounts
U.

E.

1,950.00

Real Estate Fur. and Fix.

5,813 39

Cash and due from banks

$596,666.31

Capital Stock

60,000.00

Surplus and Profit

22,419.45

Circulation

49,400.00

Deposits

301,101.53

Federal Reserve Bank

173,744.33
$696,666.31

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

MA

GDALENA

The Largest Financial Institution In Socorro County

MODERN
KTKAM

AND

HHATKI

HOT AND (OLD HIINMNli

W.1TKII

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN

A.

FUNKE,

BANK OF MAGDALENA

a. G. Lee, of Luna, was a D. Johnson, of Datil, was in
business caller in Reserve, Th from his homestead near there
ursday.
Monday.
Whitley, of Quemado,
was seeing friends about town

Dave Farr, of Horse Springs,
was smiling on friends around
town last week.

PROP.

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts

TIIK BEST

I)I1.U

ROOM

'

SERVICE

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN
-M-

AGDALENA-

Costs less per Month

Cold

of Service'

Weather and Hard Starting

Is your Battery Ready?
Discharged Batteries Freeze Readily
A Frozen Battery Means
RUIN BEYOND REPAIR
Have your battery and electrical
system examined and put in shape
before cold weather sets in
STENDEL

ELECTRICAL

WORKS

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO

PRESoevrr
PRINTERS

usl

A

Oe)L "COO.

,.

.!

1ST

II.

-

.

By Charles Sughroe
Western

.

Whereas, at the regular meeting of
October, 1921, it was ordered that bids
lie received for hauling thirty curds of
wood (30) for the use at the court

house building.
Now, therefore, In compliance with
the order of said commissioners of
Catron County, New Mexico, sealed
bids for hauling said wood will be received at the office of the County
Clerk, of Catron County, Reserve, New
Mexico, up to and including 4 p. m.,
November the 6th, 1921.
The County Commissioners of said
Catron County, New Mexico, reserves
the right to accept or reject any and
Ranger Frank Hiler, with all bids submitted.
his family, was a Magdalena Civcn under my hand and the seal
visitor Sunday. Hiler States of my office tills 18th day of October,
that he has nearly finished 1921, at Preserve, Catron County, New

posting the Crosby Mountain
game refuge for the State
Game Department.

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
'.

Because moonlight is absolutely irristable and in spite of
the fact the trolley line was
out of commission, a crowd of
young folks, chaparoned by
some of the ladies of Reserve,
borrowed a farm wagon and
team of mules and drove out
to the S. U. Farm, where some
oi Barber's cowboys were cam
ped and ate supper with them.
Afterwards had a jolly time
toasting marshmallows and
playing games around the
camp fire.

Nevipipce

Union

Mexico.

A. T. CHAVEZ,
County Clerk.

17,40329
09,199.51

Interest Paid

1,655.89
$526,007.05
LIABILITIES

Capital

30,000.00

$
J

and Profits

Surplus

50,000.00

Deposits

377,517.93

Rediscounts

and mils Payable

68,580.02
$520,007.05

The Strongest Bank with the Largest Deposits
in Socorro County

THE RESERVE GARAGE
GENERAL REPAIR WORK

OX

WELDING

RUICK SIX SERVICE CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OR NIGHT

Phone No. 3

Reserve, N. M.

A. G. HILL,

it

YVliUiN

v

IUU VISIT MAGDALENA

Magdalena Cafe
GOOD
ALL

t

it

SERVICE.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRDNACIF
.
COME IN AND SEE US

P. S. HIGGINS,

General Merchant
Carries a full line of

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks

1

PROP.

EAT AT THE

-

SIONERS OF CATRON COUNTY

1,668.95

Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.
Cash and Due from Hanks '

ce.-it-

WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS

$446,170:31

Stocks and Bonds

left

Wednesday morning for their
homp iii Carlsbad, N. M., after
J. B. Crain from the O Bar O a visit at Reserve for the past
Ranger Station, was in Reserve two weeks.
Thursday for supplies and atT. F. Gooding, of Albuquer
tending to business affairs.
que, one oi this region s sheep
Vain Snyder, road over from men, arrived Thursday on his
Luna Thursday after his mo- way to his ranch west of town.
ther, who has been visiting her
G. W. Evans and family were
sister, Mrs. Allred.
in from the ranch at the week
W. A. Trotter, from the N. end, looking after the shipment
Bar country, was in Reserve. ot cattle made by them.
Friday, attending to business
.
F. D. Brodink, the Denver
affairs.
traveling man, was on one of
T. O. Howell and wife, of his regular business trips early
Luna Valley, rode over Mon in the week.
Mr.and Mrs. V. V. Laughlin,
day, on business.
of Quemado, were visitors here
Mr.and Mrs. Jack Dean Thursday.
were week-en- d
visitors with
C. S. Brannin, of Quemado,
the J. A. Simmons family at
was a Magdalena visitor .last
the Hood Ranger Station.
Thursday.
Mr. Brock, father of Mrs.
Ira C. Bruce, and F. S. Brock,
August Kiehnnee, of Bisbee,
of this place, came in Tuesday Ariz., is here looking after
evening to visit with his son land interests between Datil
Mr. Brock is and Reserve.
and daughter.
from Las Cruces.
C. C. Blalock has bought the
o f old Baca place in the Gallinas
Clemente Hightower,
Hondo, New Mexico, is visiting mountains and expects to mve
with Mrs. Hightower's relati- his stock to the new range the
ves at Frisco, Mrs. Hightower latter part of this month.
having proceeded him several
weeks ago. They expect to be
A cattel buyer from Califorhere some time.
nia is expected in the Datil
He will
August Kiehne came in from country this week.
the ranch Tuesday afternoon look at big steers at 1
per
to look after business affairs pound.
o
and see that everything was in
readiness for the trip to town
The United States Civil Serwith the steers.
vice Commission announces an
open competitive examination
Gathering pinons is the or- for Forest Rangers on OctOi
der of the day in the Reserve ber 25. Vacancies in the Forvicinity lately, and one is not est Service will be fil.od i'vnm
enin style unless he has pinon this examination.
Thu
rosin on his hands. It seems trance salary in this locality is
also impossible to get the stuff $1220.00 per annum and apoff, but then, why worry? pointees wiiose services arc
Don't we have good times hunt satisfactory may be allowed,
after the first month, the ining pinons?
crease granted by Congress of
Leslie C. Laney, of Luna, $20.00, per month. All citi
was a visitor this week looking zens of the U. S., who meet the
Mr. requirements, both men and
after business matters.
Laney says that the valley has women, may enter the examhad the most wonderful crops ination, but for this position
this year it has known for some only male eligibles are desired.
years. Everyone is busy har- The examination will be held
vesting and the only trouble at the following places in New
is the inability to secure help Mexico:
Alamogordo, Albuin the the fields.
querque, Magdalena, Santa Fe,
Silver City and Toas.
ier information and application
Miss Minnie Satathite,
Magdalena, who has been visit blanks may be obtained at the
office in any of
ing with Mrs. M. M. Ward, is Supervisor'snoted
places.
now up at the Kiehne ranch the above,
spending a few days with Mrs. SEALED BIDS WANTED BY THE
Jim Ward while the boys are BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISgone to town with the cattle.

of Business

SEPTEMBER 6, 1921

week.

Dr. and Mrs. S. S. Doepp

at the Close

Report of the Condition

C. C.

supplies.

49,209.85

$

'

(From Magdalena News)

W. H. Campbell, of Luna,
was in Reserve Monday for

78,550.00

Other Bonds and Stocks

ITEMS

G. F. Murray and son Dan
from Datil, spent Wednesday
Will D. Reynolds was here
and Thursday in Reserve.
from Quemado, the first of the

$466,142.07

Bonds

MAGDALENA

Fj '.day.

SEPTEMBER 6, 1921

NEW MEXICO

Candies

Cigars

"Hello, President! Is This Yon?'

tt

